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AßSTR,dCT

This practicum addresses urban design in downtown revitalization, by taking a
combined approach to downtown decline and multicultural issues that have been
significant in Canadian urban development since the 1960s. The discussion of
Winnipeg's Chinatown and the Main-King Block presents an example for conducting
urban design with the emphasis on urban space planning and design. The necessity and
opportunity for Winnipeg's Chinatown redevelopment is demonstrated through
comprehensive history reviews, site analyses and case studies. Urban Design, Urban
Space and Multiculturalism are discussed in theory and in praetice to set up the
foundation for the final recommendations which include the urban design guidelines for
Winnipeg's Chinatown revitalization and the Main-King Block concept proposalz}0l.
The study is based mainly on the urban design theories of Kevin Lynch and Christopher
Alexander. The spatial analysis is conducted at four levels: downtown Winnipeg, Main-
Street area, Winnipeg's Chinatown district and the Main-King block. The final Concept
Proposal200l includes a Site Master Plan, Urban Design guideline, Architectural
Frogramrning, and Administrative Context. The intent of the guideline recommendation
is to preserve the historic fabrio of V/innipeg's Chinatown and revitalize the Chinatown's
situation in physical, economic, and cultural. This practicum contributes to Winnipeg's
Chinatown revitalization by providing a way ofperforming urban design in a cultural
context in downtown area. The study will be shared with Chinatown Development
Corporation, R.aymond S.C. Wan Architect, Winnipeg City Planning Departrnent and
Centre Venture Corporation.
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CI{.APTER OF{E

INTROÐCT"XON

1.1 [ntroduction

In North America, following predominant patterns of urban development, many

cities have experienced downtown decline after sr¡b-urbanizatian. With the considerable

out-migration many downtowns have lost their flourishing st¿tus. As a result, downtown

revitalization has become one of the important topics in urban design (Russell 2000:.76;

Lang tr 994: 28; Lawrcnee I 998 : 34).

With the downtown declining, Chinatowns, generally being located in or at the

edge of the city core, have also suffered many of the same issues as the whole downtown

area. During the process of declin e, T:rtany Chinatowns have been reduced in size and

importance (Lai 1988: XV; Bargh and Rotoff 1986: 2). Chinatowns throughout Canada

have undergone substantial change since the end of world v/ar II.

After the 1970s, the trend of Chinatown decline was reversed to some extent

because of inoreased Chinese and Asian immigration and the recognition of

multiculturalism in Canada. Chinatown revitalization has also been addressed by the

professions in city planning, urban design and architecture. In downtown revitalization,

urban design primarily focuses on the quality of the urban public realm regarding both

social and physical aspects. Urban design works as a bridge between city planning and

architecture, and emphasizes urban spaces. Regarding Chinatown revitalization, because

of the defining cultural context, urban design has tended to be ooncerned with more

cultural factors.
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Based on the decline and revitalization issues that Winnipeg's Chinatown is

experiencing, this practicunr attempts to address a new revitalization opportunity by means of an

urban design study of the Main-King Block project in rwinnipeg's Chinatown' On Decernber 5'

L999, afire set by arson destroyed well over 50% of a historic block of Winnipeg's Chinatown -

the Main-King Block area (see Figure 2). Previously situated on the block were a variety of

comrnercial establishments. Although tragic, the fire has created a new opportunity to consider

the revitalization of winnipeg chinatown urban spaces and to examine the chinatown urban

spaoes with an appreciation of multiculturalism'

In the summer of 2000, I worked on the Main-King Block project with the firm of,

Raymond S. C. Wan Architect. During a two-month period I developed a design conçept

proposal for the Main-King Block (see Figures 3l-33), whieh was to provide a better

cultural, residential and commercial environment to attract people, especially the Chinese

residents. This proposal (here after called concept Proposal 2000) f,eatured a new mixed-

use redevelopment program for winnipeg's chinatown including urban spaces planning

and design. In order to explore the urban design in downtown reviølization, I identified

this project as an opportunity to explore tha practical application and to evolve it into the

practicum.

The fuous of this practicum is the urban space planning and design in a

r¡. r¿---.-r ^^.^+avr t* ñhqnrpr nfu¡n the Chinatowns of four selected cities (Fortland,
mullloultul'al uull[gr(t. rtt vrl4PLvr r vrvt t¡¡v

San Francisco, Toronto and Vancouver) were studied to infbrm the discussion of

Winnipeg's Chinatown revitalization'

The practioum involved a eritical analysis of the Concept Froposal 2000 that is set

up as a benchmark. Interviews with key informants regarding winnipeg's chinatown and

the Concept Proposal 2000 were undertaken. Based on the information obtained

2



regafding the case study eites, interviews, photo survey' mapping strategy, site analysis'

and the literature review in downtown development, urban design and rnulticulturalism'

the Concept Proposal 2000 was further developed into the new Concept Proposal 2001'

This latest proposal includes developrnent recommendations, urban design guidelines'

and CAD drawing, sketches and photos analysis (see Chapter Three, Four, Five' and

Appendices).

In older to explore directions for Winnipeg's Chinatown revitalization, the

following questions were central to proceecl with the practicum: what is the status of

Winnipeg,s Chinatown in the past and atthepresent; how can urban design principles be

applied better to address the Chinatown development issues; and how can urban spaces

be sensitive to multicultural issues?

The final chapter presents the new concept Proposal200l for the Main-King

block in Winnipeg's Chinatown. A set of planning and design guidelines, and

recornmendations are made to support the development and implementation of such a

project. It will be shared with the following groups: chinatown Development

coqporation, Raymond s.c. wan Architect, winnipeg city Flanning Deparlment and

Centre Venture Development Corporation'

L.2 Staternent of the Problem

In the 1970s Multiculturalism was adopted as policy by the professions in

reeognizing the changing pattern of immigration (Au 2000: 21; Burstein 2000: 14; Ley

and Gerrnain 2000: 29). Multiculturalism thus became a more predominant urban

development íssue in canada. Before the 1960s, canada's immigrants were mainly from

a
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Europe, but by 1996 the figure had declined to only 20%. Now half of all immigrants are

Asians, with Africans and n'others" compri sing20o/o. Because of this transition, many

Canadian cities have started to reconsider their planning polieies and design guidelines

concerning multiculturalism, especially regarding downtorn¡n areas where most new

immigrants settle. For example, in Vancouver new planning policies and design

guidelines have been set up for Vancouver's Chinatovrm revitalizatiott,t and in Toronto,

more and Íûore programs have been devoloping with relation to the Chinatown

community in the downtown ar"a.'

winnipeg (see F'igure l), an important city in western canada, has also

experienced the transition. Flowever, winnipeg's chinatown revîtalization is slower than

the other cities'. A telephone interview with Architect Stan Hutton, design guideline

manager of Chinatown afea - City of Winnipeg, indicated that there are no concrete

planning policies and design guidelines for Winnipeg Chinatown, and that the iatest

relevant document is the bytaw of 1988 (City Planning Department l9B8). Both the

public and professions identify that the cunent policies and guidelines can not satisfy the

requirements of Winnipeg' s Chinatown developrnent'

Winnipeg's Chinatown (see F'igure 2), as a traditional cultural core areae has taken

a significant and special role in downtown development. However, the survey of

Chinatown development shows that from the late1980's, no new important development

has occurred (winnipeg chinatown Ðevelopment corp 1981; Winnipeg chinese

I http://www.city.vancouver.be'ca/commsvcs/guidelines/C0 1 I'pdf
2 http ://www.city.toronto.on'ca
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Development corp. lgTl).Most of the existing urban spaces and buitdings do not offer

the users good residential and cornmercial environments. The only major improvement is

the chinese Garden developed alnnost twenty years ago with the chinatown cultural

Centre development program. Like an island, the Chinese garden does not connect to

adjacent urban places; and only serves tho office workers in the "Centre" building. To the

public, it is rnore like a "picture," i.e., just for looking and not to be used' Because of the

lack of amenities such as lights, Seats, trees, and etc, most of Chinatownos urban Spaces

serve as parking lots and vacant spaces" With the declined buildings around, there are no

focus public places for the public activities. The streetscape of Chinatown is so depressed

that few people want to play or walk in this area. The streets in Chinatown are rather for

the traffrc through than for the pedestrian. Definitely, the current urban spaces in

Chinatown need better planning and design to improve their situation, and it is an

opportune time to reconsider them.

1".3 Objecúives

The practicum fulfills three objectives. First, an analysis of dov¡ntovm

development is oonduoted in regard to the application of urban design in the downtown

area. urban planning and architectural design principles are explored with consideration

to multicultural issues. Key elements of urban design are identified. Furthermore,

information about contemporary urban design guidelines in Chinatown areas' and urban

planning and design notes are drawn from a research of four cities (Portland, San

Franeisco, Toronto and Vancouver). Ultimately, the context of uÏban design in

5



Winnipeg's Chinatown is studied in order to detennine Winnipeg's Chinatown

development traj ectorY.

seeond, this study analyses the urban spaoe in winnipeg's chinatown. various

rnapping strategies are identified. The primary urban eomponents are assessed and

axølyzedspatially using spatial elements - point, line, plane and time' Good physical

planning and design practice is demonstrated. In order to consider the urban spaces

systematically, the practicum includes an analysis of the relationship between urban

space and culture regarding the historic and contemporary development of the Chinatov¡n

area"

Third, this study develops a new planning and design concept proposal for the

development of the Main-King Block in winnipeg's chinatown. The concept Proposal

2001 is informed by criteria and principles derived from the literature, precedents,

mapping strategies for analysis of the sitç and context, interview data, planning

regulations, policies and design guidelines, and acritical analysis of the Concept Proposal

2000. The Concept Proposal 2001 consists of CAD drawings and sketches supplemented

by recommendations for the future urban space development in Winnipeg's Chinatown'

It is also compared to the benchmark concept Proposal 2000.

Obviously, downtown urban design issues will exist for a long time' The

practicum is intended to support further dialogue and improved practice'

6



I"4 Researeh Methods and AnalYsås

1"4"X, Context analysis, Mapping strategies and Fhoto stll'l¡ey

tr conduct a photographic survey of urban spaces in chinatown winnipeg' I

identify and use a number of mapping strategies in my analysis of Chinatown, which

provides a graphic analysis of the nature and distribution of the urban sflaces (White

1983; Moore 1978).

The doeument survey provides information regarding the development history

and context of Winnipeg downtown and Chinatown' The doctrments include:

1) Winnipeg Chinatown
2) FlanWinniPeg
3) Centre Plan
4) Winnipeg Development Agreement

1.4"2 Precedents and llesign Guidelínes fon the chinatowns

This survey serves to provide information regarding the application of urban

design in Chinatown areas with consideration to multiculturalism (Yin 1993; 1994)' The

data derived from these four cities (Portland, San Franeisco, Toronto and Vancouver)

works as a reference for developing the Winnipeg' Chinatown planning and design

guidelines.

1.4,3 trntenview

This practicum uses semi-structured interviews to gather information about urban

design in Winnipeg's downtown revitalizationas it is influenced by multiculturalism

(Gillham 2000; Seidman 1991).

7



The interview was conducted with fìve key professional informants, including

urban designer, architect, city planner and others who currently practice in or are familiar

with downtown Winnipeg' They include:

" The president of a local development Corporation

o A practicing architect
o A practicing landscape architeet

ç Two reprosents from the municipal planning department

An introductory letter and request for interview was emailed or faxed before the

meeting including a brief personal introduction, an explanation of the study purpose, and

the meeting tirne and location.

The participants' identities will be kept confidential. This means that their nantres'

their positions, their organizations' names, and any other revealing information has not

been included in the final report of this study. rilhere information occurs within interview

transcripts that are included in the final report, names and other information that is

confidential will be ornitted. These provisions for maintaining confidentiality are

explained in the consent form.

prior to the interview the interviewees were provided with a consent form

summarizing the future use of the information that s/he will provide the interviewer, and

his/her consent to use this information for the purposes of this study, consistent with

ethical review requirements of the University of Manitoba' In order to make the

interviewees familiar with the background of this study, an oral introduction of the

central theme of the practicum was provided prior to the interview. Additionally, photos,

Ímps, drawings of specifio spaoes survey, and the concept design proposal of August

2000 were also provided during the interview process'

I



trnten"view Questions

There were four open-ended questions (see questions below). When required, the

interuiewer posed auxiliary questions directly in order to clarify or expand the

respondents' answers. With permission the entire interview was recorded by audiotape,

and docurnented by written notes to serve as a reference for the research analysis.

The aim of these questions is to obtain the information in the following three

fields:

1. The interviewees' experience as related to the historical development of
ìü/innipeg' s downtown and Chinatown'

Z. The interviewee's opinions about the current physical and cultural situation of
\Minnipeg's Chinatown.

3. The interviewees' opinions regarding the urban space plaruring and design of the

Main-King btock design proposal, dated August 2000, developed by Raymond

Wan Architect firm and the researcher'

These questions are divided into two groups: Primary Questions and Auxiliary

Questions. They ale:

1. Regarding Winnipeg's dov¿ntown (Chinatown), what is your experience as related

to their historical dJvelopment? If it is possible, would you like to address them

according to the following stages:

1). Eefore 1980s 2).ln 1980s 3)' In 1990s

Z. Regarding Winnipeg's Chinatown development, what are your opinions about

Chinatown' u 
",roãni 

physical, economical and cultural situation? Which

impresses You most deePlY?

2a. R.egarding the current physical situation what is your opinion?

a). Very gooa q.t;ity. b). Goid quality. c). Bad quality. d)' Very bad quality.

2b. Regarding the current economical situation what is your opinion?

a). Very gJoa quatity. b). Good quality. c). Bad quality. d). Very bad quality.

2c. Regarding the current cultural situation what is your opinion?

a). Very eoo¿ q,;tiry. b). Good quality. c). Bad quality. d). Very bad quality.

9



What do you think about the relationship between the ylb* space and

commerc-ial, residential and official building design with considering the culture?

R-egarding the Main-King block design proposal done in.,A.ugust 2000, a) what

ur"lou, iãeas about the ielationship between the cultural and urban spaces? b)

Wfrát are your opinions or suggestions about the urban space improvement done

in this proposal?

1.4.4 Site analYsis

The site analysis is presented graphically using drawings, 3D models, maps and

photos (white 1983, Moore 1978). The analysis provides information about the urban

f,orm and spatial organization of winnipeg, winnipeg's downtornm, chinator¡¡n and the

Main-King Block.

1.4.5 Evaluation/eommenton desígm

The evaluation provides an analysis of the interview data regarding the

chinatown development, the urban space issues in chinatown and the Main-King Block

Concept FroPosal 2000.

1."4.6 IlesigndeveloPment

The design development creates a new concept proposal for the urban space

planning and design at the Main-King Biock in winnipeg's chinatown. It maiirly focuses

on the urban space stucly related to Main-King block area. Design ideas were infbrmed

and inspired by literature review, site analysis, mapping strategy, photo survey' interview'

docurnent survey, an<l case study (lVÏoore 1978)'

J

4
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1"4"7 Comparíson to 2{}00 concePt

The Concept proposal 2000 is taken as a benchmark for the design development

of the klain-King block. The new concept proposal (referred to the concept Proposal

2001) based on the research undertaken in this practicum is then compared with the 2000

Concept.

1"5 Ðissermination

This practicum contributes to the practice of urban design in downtown

revitalization in winnipeg. on the one hand, it allows me, as a chinese student, to

explore new urban design work in North Arnerica and consider how does Chinese r.lrban

design work relate to North American practices. On the other hand, to some extent, my

experience of urban design on "Winnipeg Chinatown Revitalization" may provide ideas

to other people to consider multicultural plarrning and design they undertake in

downtown areas.

This work will be shared with Chinatown Development Corporation, Raymond

S.C. Wan Architect, \Minnipeg City Planning Department, and Center Venture

Corporation. trt also will be available to the public in the library of University of

Manitoba.

1.6 trganizatíon of the Practicunn

Thepraeticumdocumentisorganizedintofivechapters.

Chapter One is the introduction. It explains what inspires the author to engage in

this particular field of urban design and planning. It outlines objectives of the practicum,

11



its researoh methods, and what kind of method he takes into his study and how the study

is conducted.

Chapter Two is the literature review about urban design in downtown. Based on

internet, email, mail survey and literature review, it explores and discusses the dorrmtown

development issues. The urban design is discussed, based on the study of multicultural

and urban space issues of cities' centre areas. The case studies of the four selected cities

of Fortland, San Francisco, Toronto and Vancouver inform the Winnipeg Chinatown

revitalization and urban design guidelines'

Chapter Three continues the study of urban design in Chinatown area focusing on

S/innipeg. Based on the Urban Design theory of Kevin Lynch, the spatial analysis is

condueted in three levels: downtown Winnipeg, Main-Streetatea, and Winnipeg's

Chinatown district. First, it explores and analyses the development issues in the

downtown area. Second, it highlights the Main Street area with the discussion of

development and urban spaces. Third, it outlines the Winnipeg's Chinatown

development, and features arising f,rorn the interview regarding v/innipeg chinatown' It

also includes an analysis of the urban spaces in the chinatown district in spatial

Context, Land Use, Circulation, Texture, and so on'

Chapter Four focuses on the Main-King Block urban design' It demonstrates the

site analysis, and the evaluation/comment on the concept Proposal2000. The site

analysis is guided by the urban Design theory of Kevin Lynch in five components: the

path, the node, the edge, the landmark, and the district'

Chapter Five develops the new conoept proposal 2001. The new proposed Main-

King urban design is based on the results of the literature review, case studies, findings

t2



from interviews with key informants, and the idea developed from the Concept Proposal

2000" Recomrnendations for developing urban design guidelines for Winnipeg

chinatown R.evitalization are proposed based on the case studies of the four selected

cities. Finally, a conclusion of the practicum's direction, findings and recommendations

is done.

The Bibliography and Appendices end the document'

7.7 Lirniúations

There are a number of limitations in this practicum. First, except for the case of

winnipeg, the analysis of the other selected cities' urban design on chinatown could not

be very comprehensive without extended on-site investigation. Flowever, the inf-ormation

derived from the literature, the website and by rnail provides a relatively general but

sufficient context for these Chinatowns urban design issues. Second, since the

revitalization influenoes not only the Chinatown community, but also the other core

afeas, the information obtained from the interviewees is not comprehensive enough to

represent the general public's opinions. Third, the concept Froposal200l considered the

Main-King Block with a single development in a large project' However, the study also

reeognized that other dovelopment strategies are possible, such as phased development or

development undertaken by avariety of designers/architeots of individual properties'
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CE{A.PTER. TWT

URBAFI T}ESTGN TN NORT'H AMER.ICAN DTWNTOWNS

This chapter presents a literature review of urban design in downtown

revitalization in fow related sections. The first section introduces the downtown

developmerrt context in North America. It presents the issues of downtown development

and the necessity and opportunity of dov¿ntown rçvitalization. In order to explore the

urban design in Chinatowns, the second section introduces Multiculturalism as it relatos

to the urban design. The importance of,the cultural seotor in Urban Design is discussed in

the Chinatown context. The third section introduces the concept of urban design. The

definition and eonrponents of urban design are stated, the application of urban design to

downtor¡sn revitahzation is discussed, and the primary component of urban design, urban

space, is introduced. urban space planning theory and design language is also discussed

in the third sestion to provide a framework for the further urban spaces analysis in

Winnipeg's Chinatown - namely, the Main-King Block design proposal. The concluded

urban design theories are applied in Chapter Three, Chapter Four and Chapter Five to

guide the study of Urban Design in Winnipeg's Chinatorvn, the Main'King Block study,

the Concept Froposal 200l,and the Urban Design Guidelines on Winnipeg's Chinatown.

Additionally, the relationship between Multicultural, Urban Design and Urban Space is

also introduced as necessary. Finally, the fourth section focuses on the case studies of

Chinatown development. As described in Chapter One, fuur selected cities (Portland, San

Francisco, Toronto and Vancouver) are studied to understand the issues of Chinatown in

a multicultural society, and to be a reference to the analysis and design development for
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the Main-King block in Winnipeg's Chinatown. Some good examples of urban design

guidelines are referred in Chapter Five for Winnipeg's Chinatown'

2.L Dt¡wntown Development in North America

This section introduces the downtown development in North Arnerica. First, it

discusses the definition of downtown. trn chapter Three, the study of winnipeg's

dor¡¿ntown is conducted in scale aocording to the definition of downtown. Second, it

discusses the downtown development including Urban Development, Downtown

Development, and Downtown.dctivities. It explains why urban design in downtown

revita¡zation becomes necessary in North American Cities. Third, this section discusses

the downtown development problerns. Some of these problems are presented again in

Chapter Three, Chapter Four and Chapter Five in the case study of Winnipeg's

Chinatown Revitalization addressing the urban design solutions.

2"1.1 The Definítion of Dow¡rtown

Generally, the word nodownto.u¡n" refers to the city centre that is often referred to

as o.central core", "innetr city" or o' central business district" (Lyon and Fenton 1984: l;

Schretter 1967:5; Whyte 1988: 3). In order to have a elear discussion, this practicum

defines the downtowri as follow: the downtown is a subsection of the core area that is a

large area of the settlement. Regarding the downtown area, as Nader states (1975:99), it

can be spatially divided into the downtown-core, the downtown-frame and the downtown

periphery. Characteristically the activities in downtown area include offices, department
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Stores, specialist retail stores, nightclubs and theatres. Land uses in downtown areas afe

typically intensive and high-rise office towers are common (see Figures 3, 4)'

Because of the historical and cultural values, the downtown area is a major

element in the identity of the city. It is a realrn of diversity through its concentration of

varied activities, poople, businesses and traffic. "Thç downtown afea epitomises the

difftrence and the distinctive character that is unique to each city. Definitely, the

downtown area is the chief place for visitors because of its btlildings, its setling, and its

historical signifi cance (Jackson I97 3 : 1 56, 1 64; Baird and Samps on l9S2: 2)'"

.,Like the heart of a city, the downtown area has its unique fimction within the

rnban arca.Itis the rnost accessible point, the most intensively developed area, the largest

employment district, the largest generator of traffic, and it has the highest land values'

The downtown area is the nnain financial, commercial, govemmental, cultural, and

entertainment centre within the urban area, andthe downtown buildings constitute a

unique record of the city's history" Q'{ader 1975: 89)'

Due to the complexity and significance of the downtown area, the revitzlization of

downtown areas is more complicated and important than the other parts of the eity. In this

practicum, initially I explore the downtown revitalizationissue comprehensively, and

then focus on the application of urban design in physical'

2"1.2 Downtown develoPment

The downtown area symbolizes the city. It normally contains concentrations of

buildings of regional and national significance as opposed to the concentration of

neighborhood facilities in other areas (Lyon and Fenton 1984; Jackson 1973; Stelter and
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,drtibise 1967;Lithwick 1970:46). In order to demonstrate the importance of downtown

in urban development and the necessity of downtown revitalization, this section discusses

the downtown development in three fields: urban development, downtown development

in history, and the changes in downtown activities'

Urban ïlevelopment

Downtown development is inextricably tied to the whole urban area. Early

Canadian towns emergecl typically as central places, providing the predominantly rural

export-oriented economy with goods and services. For example, the city of v/innipeg

was initially a settlement including commercial, residential and other functions (Lithwick

1970: 3l). It is hard to identifr the downtown of the city during this period.

This situation did not exist long as the city changed rapidly from the end of

nineteen contury. o'From the late nineteen to the early twentieth centuries Canadian cities

undenuent a significant transformation" (Artibise 1979: 177).The traditional town was

developed into the city encompassing the downtovm and suburban areas'

During the 1930's and 1960's, new and tremendous changes occurred in many

North American citics in which the sub-urbanization created a flourishing development in

the suburb but a decline in the downtown (Gerecke 1991: 3l). Today, Canada has

become one of the most urbanized countries in the world, with over 80% of the

population living in cities, while meeting a serious downtown decline issue in many cities

(Gereeke 1991: 1).

Additionally, some new urban theories also had a greatinfluence on Canada's

urban development. For example, the British New Towns Movement was influential in
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Canadian urban development. trt found expression in Canada within two distinct

geographical frameworks: the "quasi-satellite" new town in the more populated parts of

the country, and the planned single-enterprise community associated with the opening up

of new primary resource areas (Artibise 1979: 270). New Town orientation not only

contributed to the sub-urbanizationdevelopment but also to the downtown decline.

In order to counter the conflict between the sub-urbanization and the downtown

revitalization, this practicum addresses rnixed-use development in planning and design,

which is applied to V/innipeg's Chinatown revitalizationin the Main-King Block project.

Downtown llevelopmrent

After downtown development in North America reaehed their peak in the 1920s,

the glory of downtown disappeared and reversed in many cities to a decline. After'World

V/ar II, expanding autornobile use allowed more and more people to live away f,rom the

city centre. The construction of highways enabled the dispersal of suburbs across the

North American landseapes (Lithwick 1970:  7;Ellin 1996: 82; Loukaitou-Sideris and

Banerjee 199g: l9). The automobile has greatly altered the traditional accessibility,

density and land value in cities (Lithwick 1970 34;Nader 1975 61). While the urban

development provided the public with more options in living stylos, it started to influence

the urban forrn and the distribution of functions. The competition between the downtov¡n

and the suburb made some downtown activities moving out following the population

move (Fillion 1993:465; Gerecke 1991: 11)'

The rapid urban g¡owth leads to a rapidly expanding demand for the urban space.

Land prices were driven up as fast as these demands rise, and this accelerated the process
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of sub-urbanization. As Caulfield and Peake (1996:15) described, the 1960s was an era

of massive urban form change in many Canadian Cities. The downtown area has typically

become an office oonter, and other uses, such as shops and restaurants. When the offices

are closed in the evening, the <lowntown is a low activity area with few pedestrians

(Nader 1975 343; Gruen 1965: 15).

Recognition of the declining dor¡¿ntown core, a wave of downtown revitalization

oceurred in the 1970's (Jackson 1973: 168). It was suggested by both the professions and

the public that the main theme of any renewal approach should be that of creating a

favorable climatc for investment,facilitaling the assembly of land under unified

ownership and making possible the relocation of usos and of people who are displaced.

Unfortunately cornpetence in planning and design has been measured by obtaining

approvals, not by creating a well-designed series of urban spaces (Kemble 1989: 60;

Artibise 1979:Zfi;Tyburczy and Summer 1983: 14).

In recent years, the nnost dynamic growth has still occurred at the boundaries of

the urban area in some cities, such as Winnipeg. The old urban cores in these cities still

appear to show a decline.

Changes in Downtown Activities

Along with the downtovm deeline, the pattern of downtown activities has ehanged

greatly. Regarding the downtor,vn firms, for example, the use of cars imposed a storage

cost on shoppers, ancl the need for more eoonomical space has encouraged suburban

shopping centres to flourish. Transportation technology required the use of roadways,

storage and servicing for the automobile requiring major dedication of urban spaces. In
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brief, the relocation of flrrms to the suburbs further accelerated the sub-urbanizalion of the

labom force, the construction of shopping centreso and the formation and relocation of

households in a chain reaction (Lithwick 1970: 5B). As a result, understanding how to

deal with the parking issues in the downtown area beoomes very important for downtown

røvitalization. In chapter Five, the soltltion of the conflict between parking spaces and

public places is addressed as part of the urban space planning and design in v/innipeg's

Chinatown revitalization.

Regarding downtown retail, from the early 1950's this became increasingly

decentr¿lized. Both the numbers of people living in the central area and their average

income have declined, and their importance to dor¡rntown retailing has consequently

diminished (Nader 1975:78, 83)'

Regarding the downtown department stores, since the 1960s most of the new

department stores in Canadian cities have been located in the suburbs. In thç nine largest

metropolitan centers the downtown's share of total department store sales declined from

84.6 percent in 1961 to 57.Apercent by 1966 and to 39'0 percent by l97l (Nader 1975:

e2).

In briet the population and the econorny are very closely related. Inoreasing the

number of residents and their income are crueial to revitalizing the commeroe in the

downtor¡¡n arca. Amixed-use planning and design proposal in the commeroial and

residential area in Winnipeg's Chinatovrn is definitely significant (refer to the Concept

Proposal 20A1, ChaPter Five)'
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2.1"3 DowntownÐevelopmentFnoblems

The research into downtown development indioates the following factors are cited

most often as the major wban problems: poverty, transpoftation congestion

(aecessibility), environment decay (aesthetic aspects), social unrest (security), and the

fiscal squeeze (Lithwick 1970:19). R.egarding urban design and urban space planning,

the research indioates a number of the dor¡rntown development problems are refleoted in

the following three Points.

First, regarding security, the pursuit of safety has led to volunteer neighborhood

watches and the hiring of private security cornpanies. With regard to the impact on urban

spaces, security has also caused the "defensive architecture and planning" trend in urban

design (Ellin lg96; g9). Security has become one of the significant elements to qualify

whethcr the urban space is successful in planning and design' In Chapter Five, the

concept of"roofgarden" planning and design addresses the security problem ofurban

space in Winnipeg's Chinatown for the Main-King Block project and the lJrban Design

Guidelines. Fublic participation is also addressed as a way to identify and include the

social issues in the Chinatown district.

Second, regarding the aesthetic aspects of the downtown, such as the urban space

and the appearance of buildings in Chinatown, the physical design quality is generally

deficient. urban plazasand traditional streets are replaced by parking space. The visual

qualities of the dorvntown landscape are desecrated (Jackson 1973:164)'

Third, regarding the poverty and accessibility in downtown areas' as Lithwick

stated (1970: 35), families with low incomes have limited location choice. The alternative

of suburban living is impossible because of the inaccessibility of automobile for the low-
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income families. Despite the high cost of land downtown, compensation for them is made

through crowding. Without low-cost rapid transit system, these persons are forced into

the downtown area. And as a result, crowding led to deterioration in the quality of

building, and homelessness emerged (Lithwick 1970:35). Thus, a successful urban

design in downtown revitalization should improve both the physical quality of urban

spaces and the commercial environrnent in order to create more employment

opportunities for the people living there and increase their income.

Consequently, the problems of dovmtown are quite different in nature from those

of suburbia (Jackson 1973: 165). The main emphasis of planning and design are placed

on redevelopment, rehabilitation and conservation by stages (Nader 1975:337).

Winnipeg's Chinator¡rn, a historic district in the downtown area, experienced

similar problems of decline as described above. In order to discuss these problems, this

praeticurn explores the solution by ulban design. d mixed-use planning and design in

commercial and residential is developed for Chinatown revitalization by stages. All

related social, economic and physical issues are discussed. For example, a lighting

enhaneernent program is suggested to light up the building façade and surrounding area

to create a safe social environtrnent. All these explorations start at a physical planning and

design view and end at a comprehensive consideration in social and economic, such as

attracting more people to Chinatown, creating more commercial activities, creating more

employment opportunities and improving the income'
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2.2 Multicurlt¡rralism ín fJrban ÐesÍgn

Canad4 as a multicultural society, has been influenced by multiculturalism in

ffrany fields including urban design. As a typical cultural area in downtown most

Canadian Chinatowns also experience decline in the past years' In order to explore urban

design in a cultural context, this section discusses multiculturalism in urban design in

three steps: the definition of multiculturalism, multicultural development and the

applieation of multiculturalism in urban design. Since urban design is closely related to

city planning and architectural design, some planning and architectural issues are also

addressed.

2.2"L llefinition of Multicr¡lturalisnn

Multicultwalism has been addressed in many different fields including urban

planning and design. It involves the reoognition of, sensitivity to, and appreciation for the

diverse cultures that comprise North American society. "Multiculturalism is more than

the toleranee of people with different cultural background. It is a vision of society in

which different cultr¡ral groups co-exist as equals, entitled to their lifestyles in their

private realms but bound to common institutions in the public sphere" (Qadeer 2000: 16)'

Multioultural issues can be broadly defined as ones that deal with race, gonder,

ethnicity, and internationalism. The origins of multioulturalism date back to the late

1960s and early 1970s in the field of education, when the term primarily referred to the

introduction of diverse culturos that had been under-represented or omitted in school

curricula. The term has since then been broadened in practice to refer to ethnic, racial,

social, and gender groups as well as groups with special needs (Burayidi 2000:207)'
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In urban design, Multiculturalism implies creating urban forms, functions, and

services that promote a plurality of lifestyles and sustain diverse ways of satisfying

common needs. When people with different cultures oome together, their presence

inevitably disrupts the normative categories of social life and urban space of the city. In

the course of expressing the spocific needs of their everyday life, these different cultural

groups caused the public issues. Their urban experiences, their attempt to redefine their

living conditions, are not only reshaping cities but also reshaping the way of thinking

about planning and design. trn the 'modernist' project the tendency was to emphasize

unity and sameness over diff,erence and diversity. To some extent, the rise of

multiculturalism is a sign of the failuro of that modemist project. The cities and regions

of the future must nurture difference and diversity through a democratic cultural

pluralism (Sandercock 1998: 183, 227).

In this practicurn, Multioulturalism is applied to urban design in the revitalization

of Chinatown. The other cities' Chinatowns development is introduced to inform

\Winnipeg's Chinatown redevelopment. The site study is proceeded including a cultural

perspective. The urban design guidelines are discussed in order to ereate a good

community for Canadian Chinese and Chinese imrnigrants. And the urban space planning

and design in'Winnipeg's Chinatown is conducted with a cultural expression by Chinese

style landmarks planning, Chinese roof garden design, and applioation of Chinese

architectural elements.
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2.2,2 Vlulticultural DeveloPment

The review of the multicultural isstres in North America indicates that the

multicultural devolopment has a very close relationship with the history of immigration'

Challenges for urban development arise from globalization, from a growing cultural gap,

from racism, and from an urgent need to foster oivie engagement and integration

(Burayidi 2000: l5).

In lJ.S. much of the high rate of immigration that characterized the early part of

the century had returned by the 1980s. In 1994,8.7 percent of the population was foreign-

born. This statistic represented nearly double the percent foreign-born \n1970 (4.8%),

almost a quarter of a eentury earlier. Actually, North America has evolved into the

world's largest multicultural arca (Burayidi 2000: 19' 31)'

In Canada there has been a grornth in both the volume and significanco of

immigration since 1945, and particularly since the mid-1980s. With growing nurnbers of

immigrants, current Canadian cities have become more culturally diverse than before

(Sanderoock 1998: 14, 15). Immigration is changing the economic, demographic' social'

and the associated cultural structures of the city, and eventually it leads to the spatial

restructuring of cities and the reconsideration of the urban design process'

In the 1960s, the Canada Immigration Act redrafted the social geography of

immigration in large Canadian cities. In the past most immigrants came from Europe, but

today half of the immigrants come f,rom Asia, and large numbers comQ from Africaothe

Caribbean, and South America. ,A,mong more recent arrivals, the top five countries of

origin are in Asia. The 1996 census reported that 17.4Yo Canadians were irnmigrants'

This change has implications for the work of physical and social planners, social workers,
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architects, landscape architects, and other professionals (Ley and Germain 2000: 29). As

a result this change has also led to diverse use ofspace or change in use ofspaces

(Burstein and Grenier 2000: l3)

With the development of immigration, the status of city planning and architectural

design is also changing. At the turn of the twentieth century city planning and

architectural design in North America was guided by a strong concern for urban

aesthetics. After that period, IJtopian visions of the city, with an emphasis on aesthetics,

continued to dominate city planning in the fîrst half of the twentieth century, such as the

influence of the Garden City concept (Burayidi 2000: 209,210). From the 1970s, linked

with the dcstabilizing effects of global economic restructuring and integration, urban

development started becoming much more eulturally diverse. Multi-ethnic, multi-racial,

and multi-national populations are becoming a dominant characteristic of cities and

regions across the globe (Sandercock 1998: 163)'

In the enlightenment era there was a betief that a society should be based on

science: where truth, knowledge, and rationality were more important than anything else.

(Burayidi 2000: 2, 3). F{owever, today many of these tenets of enlightenment and

modernism have been called into question. People have different needs, come from

different social and cultural backgrounds, and are exposed to different experiences'

Ljnderstanding how these backgrounds and experiences help to shape people's view of

the worlcl should help ensure better planning and design'

Therefore, multiculturalisrn has also become important for the current professions

such as aity planners, urban designers, architects and landscape architects to consider

their works related to the urban development.
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2"2"3 N[ultÍculturralísnn and {Jrban Design

V/ith growing numbers of immigrants, the current cities have become more

culturally diverse than ever before (Sandercock 1998: l5). Immigration is changing the

economic, demographic, social, and the associated cultural structures of the city, and

eventually it leads to the spatial restructuring of cities and reconsideration of the urban

design prooess. Now the work of urban planners and designers in multieultura"l societies

is taking plaoe in situation of increasing cultural diversity. Understanding the social and

psychological aspeets and impacts of planning and design does not reduce its physical

determinisrn, but rather enriches its capacity to create rneaning (Sandercock 1998:77,

230; Brower 1989: 34).

Major and widespread changes in multicultural and urban design began in the

1970s, which led to a "paradigm shift". As urban designers employed the drawing to

highlight the relationship between built and opon space and to encourege sensitivity to

the design eontext, social and humanistic studies similarly quostioned representation as

scholars began paying attention to the cultural context. So as urban designers and cultural

theorists gradually abandoned the pursuit of pure objects and knowledge through

carefully controlled scientific methods, they grew to favor complex solutions through a

wide array of methods borrowed from other fields. In brief, exclusivity was largely

replaced by inclusiveness, quantitative methods by qualitative (Ellin 1996:267 
'277)-

As Burayidi described (2000: 213,214),there are at least five pragmatic reasons

for incorporating multiculturalism in urban design today. First, recent years of continuing

immigration have shifted demographics in North America to become more multi-ethnic.

Sr¡ch a shift has resulted in different use of space or will require a different use of spaoe.
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Second, redevelopment in older ethnic neighborhoods will require the understanding of

their physical features and landscapes. Third, there is an increasing awareness to preserve

historic places. This requires a different type of urban design from before. Fourth, there is

an increasing need for designing spaces based on gender needs. Fifth, global restructuring

has also resulted in deterioration of many urban spaces. Urban designers need to be aware

of the effects of restructuring in order to'oredesign" these spaces. Additionally, in terms

ofthe physical design and planning in urban spaces, different uses ofspace or physical

characteristics are not only limited to the newly ethnically transformed areas'

For example, in Vancouver or Toronto Chinatown recessed balconies and facades

covered with Chinese details are common features. Brilliant color schemes of gold, red,

and yellow can be found in these towns. Decorative motifs such as dragons, phoenixes,

lions, pagodas, Chinese lanterns, and decorative archways are integral parts of these

neighborhoods. Other physical elements, such as signboards, telephone booths, and street

lamps, are often more closely spaced than in other neighborhoods. Picturesque' narrow

alleys, and enclosed courtyard are also not uncommon. Clearly, physical features and

landscapes of these neighborhoods are different from the others. Redevelopment in these

areas needs to take these featurçs into consideration'

According to Burayidi's five pragmatic reasons for incorporating multiculturalism

in urban design, the research of Winnipeg's Chinatown is conducted to obtain the

inforrnation of Chinatown features and the public needs by interview, photographic,

mapping strategy, and so on. In order to understand the cultural features of urban spaces

in \Minnipeg's Chinatown, the urban spaces are analyzed in Spatial Context, Land Use,

Circulation, Textufe, Demographic, Materials, Forms, Elements, and Building Massing.
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In Chapter Four, the cultural featlnes of the Main-King Block site are analyzed by

photographs. In Chapter Five, the cultural consideration, historic preservation, and public

participation are suggested in thE Main-King Block planning and design and the Urban

Design Guidelines for Winnipeg' s Chinatown revitali zation.

In addition, Sanjoy Mazumdar explains ten aspects of architeotural ethnography

for urban designer's work (1991:123):

o First, the prinrary emphasis is on taking genuine interest in, leaming about,

and understanding thã culture of the group, and what culture members see as

imPortant.
. Seçond, personal contact with the culture mernbers and their place, through

site visits, is essential.

e Third, one needs to observe and note all observable, such as the people, their

clothes, their interactions and behavior, the buildings, and the products of their

common efforts and enterPrise.

o Fourth, it is irnportant to ask questions, especially those based on the

obse¡ationr. Th. questions should address the relationships between the

culture and the physical environment. It helps to be open and unrestricted

about the questíons, as it is possible that these relationships may appear in

unusual places.

o Fifth, for asking questions ít is necessary to identi$ knowledgeable and

forthcoming informants.
c Sixth, it is important to study the culture's buildings and their use of them,

why they build thenn the way they do, and what they mean to thern.

o Seventh,itmay also require going farther afield from buildings to learn about

all aspeots of life that may leãd to a better understanding of their culture, and

their relationships with the physical environment'

o Eighth, since thó researcher will have personal experiences of the field and

site, these too can be used as data.

e Ninth, questions need to be asked regarding the meaning nature, and use of
the specific facility to be designed.

a Tenth, the field data needs to be recorded as that one can reexamine and

analyze it" '

According to these aspects of architectural ethnography, this practicum explores

the cultural context of Winnipeg's Chinatown as follows: First, five key professions with

comprehensive experience of Chinatown were interviewed. The interviewees were
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questioned about the relationships between the culfire and the physical environment in

Chinatown based on their personal experience. Second, Multiple sito visits were

conducted to get the information by photos and notes. Third, building condition and

function, cultural design elements, resiclential and commercial activities are analyzød'

Today, urban design has beconre more culture and socio-economic context

oriented. As pointed out by Tiesdell, Oc and Heath (1996: 167), urban design can be

regarded as a re-emergent discipline. From an initial, predominantly aesthetic, concern

with the distribution of building rnasses and space, it is now primarily çoncerned with the

quality of urban public realm, whieh is both soeial and physical. urban design is

concerned with traditional aesthetic as well as cultural, social, economic, and spatial

factors that mal<e successful urban spaces.

In summary, the contemporary urban design is informed by a sense of history and

local tradition. Multiculturalism means creatingurban forns and functions that promote a

plurality of lifestyles and sustain diverse ways of satisfuing the public's common needs

(eadeer 2000: 16). Urban design in the historical and cultural areas must respect the

spirit of place as one of the most important aesthetic attributes (Tiesdell, Oc and Heath

19g6: 167;Mazumdar l99l:123).Inthis practicum, in order to revitalize the Chinatown

area, the urban design process is explored and the urban space is discussed with the

consideration of Chinese immigrants' oulture. The cultural factor is explored in the

practicum with the following steps: Firstly, a survey in Chinatowns' development of four

selected cities (Portlancl, San Francisco, Toronto and Vancouver) is conducted and

analyzed.Secondly, through the photo survey and the interview, an understanding of the

cultural factor of Winnipeg's Chinatown is set up, and the cultural design language is
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discussed. Finally, some recommendations about the culture of rüinnipeg's Chinatown

are addressed. The findings and recommendations are also made available for Winnipeg

Chinatown Development Corporation to understand Chinatown's future development.

2"3 Unhan DesÍgn and Urban SPace

After thc review of multiculturalism in urban design, this section further discusses

urban design in definition, components, and so on' As a primary component of urban

design, urban space planning and design is also emphasized in this section, which is

applied in Chapter Three, Four and Five regarding urban space planning and design in

Winnipeg's Chinatown revitalization.

The Developnnent of Urban Ðesign (Modern Urban Design) ün North2.3.1
America

As widely reflected in professional joumals, urban design has increasingly been

seen by architects, landscape arehitects, and planners as an important and exoiting area

for personal and professional developrnent. In recent years, interest in urban design has

grown, partly due to a rising a\ /afeness of environrnental issues and concern for the

quality of urban experience, especially as widely publicized debates about urban

environments have attracted pubtic attention (Madanipour 1996: XI; Lynch l98I:2).

o,tjrban Design" as a terrn for the discipline that is concerned with the design

realm appeared in the 1960's, although "city design" (simply defined as the art and

science of designing or laying out of cities) can be traced back to early civilizations of

Mesopotamia,Egypt,China, and India (Burayidi 2000: 207)" As discussed in the form
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section, from the tr960's planners and arohitects have attempted to reclaim the realm of

urban design - physieal and formal, as well as social, economic, and political (Miller and

Bussçr 1991: IX; Lang 1994:3; Alexander 1964: l2). The concept of urban design

encompasses the ideas from both contemporary urban planning and architectural design.

Urban design is a professional hybrid, a relatively recent invention intended to mediate

between the rosponsibilities of,urban and regional planners and architects. Compared

with the urban planner, who seems to be trained to work in public planning' the urban

designer appears to find work with private large-scale projects in architectural practices,

which leads to a diminishing of physical public ptranning and little political economic,

and social planning in the increasingly grand private projects in North America (Miller

and Busser 1991: 3; FreY 1999: 9).

2"3.2 Unban Design

Generally, urban design is considered as the bridge between oity planning,

architecture, and landscape architecture. As stated by Gerecke (1991:175), if urban

design is to succeed it must combine architecture, city planning,landscape architecture,

and çitizenparticipation along with good design principles'

In the 1960's urban design carne into existence as an attçmpt to cover issues f,or

whioh neither planning nor architecture ctraimed responsibility: the design of publie

spaces. Urban design doos not fit neatly in between the responsibilities and activities of

urban planning and architecture. Its responsibilities overlap eonsiclerably with the

concerns of both diseiplines (Frey 1.999 : 9, l0; Burayidi 2000: 207).
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The frequently adopted defînition of urban design is that it is concerned with the

physical form of thc public realm over a limited physical area of the city. Urban design

lies between the two well-established design seales of architeoture, which is concemed

with the physical fomr of the private realm of the individual building, and town and

regional planning, which is concerned with the organization of the public realrn in its

wider context (Gosling and Ir4aitland 1984: 9).

Meanwhilç, as Hildebrand Frey (1999), some other professions suggest that the

private factors should be eonsidered in urban design" They state that the city's public

streets and squares are actually physically bounded by elements of the 'private realm', by

private buildings, and that the design of streets and squares cannot ignore the design

features of those private buildings that form the edges of these spaces. Urban design,

though primarily responsible for the design of public streets and squares, must therefore

set at least some rules for the design of those elements of the public realm. Urban design

rnust enabtre and enhance the continuous process of adaptation of the city's private realm

to changing needs and aspirations of its citizenin their changing socio-economic

conditions (Frey 1999: 9, 16).

Urban design is conserned with the methods used to organize and structure the

urban realm, which is distinct from the detail design in architecture. It is concerned with

the physical form and structure of an area of limited size, perhaps 'half a square mile'

(Banham 1976:130). The task of urban design is to improve the city's and its distriets'

physical forrn and structtre: the network of important public streets and squares, and

individual spaces (Frey 1999: 16; Moundon 1992:332)'
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Urban design is concerned with history and culture. It is the task of urban design

to make sure that the image-providing characteristios of the city do not change, or change

only very slowly, and that the general urban fabric can adapt continuously without

interfering with the quality of the city's public realm. Regarding the product of urban

design, guidelines and design frameworks should make sure that the city has two

fundamentally important çharacteristics: imageable and adaptable. Urban design rnust

consolidate and enhance the city's public realm in such a way that it preserves, improves

or creates a long-lasting image of a city and its urban districts that are clearly identifiable

as being unique. Urban design generally has two main focuses: the past (historicism) and

the local or site (regionalism) (Frey 1999:14,16; Ellin 1996:73).

Urban design is also concerned with human scale, that is, the relationship of

buildings and urban space to the size of a hurnan being. Man is therefore the measure

used for the built environment. The visual qualities of urban space and its architectural

envelop and the act of healing or making whole the city are closely related to the comeot

human scaling of the urban landscape (Moughtin, Oc and Tiçsdell 1995:5). How to deal

with the urban public realm with the consideration of the common people's requirements

is very irnportant in urban design. In Chapter Five, regarding the Main-King Block

project, the building height is considered to adapt the human scale.

In Frey,s book Designíng The City (lggg: l7)he stated that the main objective of

good urban design is to oreate new advantages or enhance the existing advantages, and

thata ogood'city is:

Froviding for all the physical needs of the citizens: a place to love and work, a

,"usonubl" income, eãucation and training, transport and the possibility to

communicate, access to services and facilities.

a
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. Offering safety, security and protection, a visr-lally and functionally ordered and

controlled environment free of pollution, noise, accidents, çrime.

" Offering a conductive social en"iton*"nt. It enables the individual to be part of a

,o**rãity and provides the feeling of belongingto aplace, to a territory.

" Having an appropriate image, a good reputation and prestige.

, Offerñg p""pt" à chance to be creative, to shape their personal space and to

express themselves.

" Being well designed, aesthetically pleasing, and physically imageable' A ngood'

city is a place of,culture and a work of art'

Based on Frey's statement, this practicum emphasizes physical design, space, and

form, while considering the other social, economic, and cultural factors. Frey's staternent

is also referred in the final recornrnendations to estimate the tlrban design in Winnipeg's

Chinatown.

2"3.3 The eomponents of Ux'han Desígn

As for the physical design, cities and parts of cities, have grown in two ways' The

first is descri6ed by Alexander (1964) as the natural way in which people simply start

building. The second is the artificial way in which a master plan is propared; streets laid

out, squares and urþan blocks on to which buildings are then placed according to some

planners' sense of order (Broadbent 1990: 5). Alexander's Fattern Language (1977) was

prescriptive right down to levels of fine detail the city growth. His New Theory of Urban

Design (1987:31) is devoted to seven detailed rules of growth. These are:

1. Piecemeal growth: to guarantee a mixed flow of small, medium and large

projects' * preferably in equal quantities by cost

2. fhe growth of large wholes: 'every buitding incrernent must help to form

at least one larger wholç.. .'
3. Visions: 'Every pro.iect must first be experienced, and then expressed, as a

vision which can be seen in the inner eye (literally)'

4. positive urban space: 'Every building must create coherent and well-

shaped public space next to it'
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Layout of large building: 'The entrances...main circulation, main

division.. .intó parts. ..interior spaces. ..daylight, and...movement within

the buildin E, arç all coherent and consistent with the position of the

building in the street and in the neighborhood'
Constnlction: 'The structure of every building must generate smaller

wholes in the physical fabric...in its structural bays, colurnns, walls,

windows, building base etc. ... in its entire physical construction and

appearance'
7. Formation of centres: 'every whole must be a center in itself, and must

also produce a systern ofcentres around it

Following ftom Alexander's seven rules, the research in this practicum is

developed in the following fields: a) The photo survey wtalyzedthe buildings'

appearance and condition, urban spaoes and streetscapes related to the Main-King Block

in Winnipeg's Chinatown (Rule 3). b) The site analysis focused on the existing buildings,

street systern, parking lots, vacant spaces, and layout of important building such as

Cultural Centre (R.ule 4, 5). c) Some of the interview questions were designed to consider

the current physical situation of the existing buildings and urban spaces as a vision (Rule

3,4). d) The design development is developed with the following principles in mind: the

details of the building appearance, the streetscape, the landmark functiort, the

transportation organization, and the relationship between them (Rule 3,4,5,6,7)'

In order to describe the legible city, Lynch suggested five components - the path,

the node, the edge, the landmark and the district as key to urban legibility (Lynch 1960).

He suggested these five cornponents as the basic physical components to be considered in

the process of urban design. Additionally Moughtin (1996) and others explore the wban

design through four spatial hierarchies: the city, the neighborhood, the quarter and the

street block. In brief, the most important principle of the discussion is spatial order" Just

as building architeoture is concemed with forming and ordering spaçes, so the urban

5

6.
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designer modulates spaces, btlt in a large oontext (Amold, Henry F' 1993: 12; Tiesdell,

Oe and Heath lgg6: 167). Following these discussions, the site analysis in this practicum

is proceeded in four spatial ordçrs in Chapter Three and Four: V/innipeg's Downtown,

the Main Street area, the Chinatown district, and the Main-King block" The spatial order

of the Chinatown distriet and the Main-King Block is analyzed regarding the path, the

node, the edge, the landmark and the district. In order to redevelop the Main-King block,

the sets of considerations are applied in the Main-King Block project as follows: the

socio-economic function of the block, the visual or physical role of the block in the city

structure, the teohnology and building function in the block, and the cultural features.

Since the urban space takes an very important role in urban design and the study

of \üinnipeg's Chinatown revitali zationfocuses on a re-planning and re-designs of the

urban spaces, a further discussion of urban space planning and design is proceeded in the

following section. It includes: what is urban space, what is the purpose of urban space

planning and design, and how can a urban spaco planning and design work well in

revitalization.

2.3.4 lJrban Spaee Planning and DesÍgn

.oMore tragically this world of apparently perfect buildings, into

which we are drawn as architects, leaves a surrounding world that

commonly appears devoid of intellectual and aesthetic consideration. That

world has bãen called the street, the square, the green, the public realm,

public space, the commulity, the neighborhood, civic art, afid so on' Call

it what you will, it is that all important region of thought and design that

makes a city imaginable, picturesque, chatming, grand, and in the end

livable and whole. Itr runge of concerns extends from street trees and

sidewalks to the location and elaboration of our most important oivic

institutions, whether buildings or open spaces (Miller and Busser l99l:.

IX)."
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Obviously, urban spaoe takes a very significant role in both forrning the urban

form and affecting the people's life. In downtown area, as I-oukaitou-Sideris and

Banerjee (1998: 86) stated, downtown-regenerating effort has changed not only the oities'

skylines but also their public realms. The changing of these urban spaces in downtown

areas is a phenomenon worth studying if we want to comprehend the making of the new

downtown and the impact of politics, policies, and processes on urban form. Urban

spaaes have beeome the leading metaphor for understanding the structure and design of

the corrtemporary North American downtown.

Urhan space is volume, a living substance. Volume is the measure of capacity of

civic plazas, street, walkways, back lanes, parking lots and landsoaping" The building

faces and pavernents are the srnfaces with which the volume is enclosed (Kemble 1989:

60). In order to achieve a harmonious relation with the existing context, the size and scale

of a buildin g are argvably more important than its particular architectural languages.

Regarding the study of urban spaces in this practicum, I focus not only on the urban

space itself but also the sun'ounding buildings such as a photo survey of the existing

buildings' appearanoe. The analysis emphasizes the building size and scale, as well as the

building details such as the window styles and shapes'

The purp6se of urban spaces planning and design is both to protect the physical

landscape and the traditional, cornmercial and cultural charaçter of these areas. In order

to do thçse the proeess should consider the views of stakeholders' and others'

requirements. Regarding public space use, Altman andzube (19s9) proposed at least

five distinot groups or publics: users, nonusers, space managers and owners, city officials,
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and designers. Each has its own set of interests in controlling the urban space. These

five groups provide a foundation for choosing interviewees in the practicum. Since this

practicum focuses mainly on professional perspectives on urban dosign, the interviewees

are chosen with an emphasis on the city officials and designers.

In order to make the urban spaces work, a good networking system is also very

significant. Establishing an efficient networking system between different urban spaces

should be considered as an important component for urban spaces planning and design.

The pedestrian and streetscaping are considered for Winnipeg's Chinatown revitalizatian

in the final Concept proposal200l,which is to unite the separated urban spaces in and

around Chinatown into a networking system.

Additionally, a good urban space design needs to consider rnany basie amenities:

seating, food concessions, shade, water elernents, landscaping (Whyte 1980; Browen 1988;

Krier 1979;Sime 1986). Flowever, at times their size, shape, pu{pose, location, and design

have mostly been the outcome of economic decisions, and have not necessarily been

undertaken for the public good.
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2.4 Anatysis of {.Irbam Ðesign in Chinatown Ï}evelopneent of F our Selected

F[orth Annerican CiÚies

This section introduces the information of urban design in policy, guideline, and

others related fields to the Chinatown development in Portland, San Francisco, Toronto

and Vancouver. Most of the study is proceeded through a survey of intemet resources.

Although the study is limited to some extent without a site visit, it still provides a good

understanding of the Chinatown development in these four cities. The ways in which

these four cities deal with Chinatown revitalizationare strongly relevant to the

exploration of Winnipeg's Chinatown revitalizationin Chapter Five. Some of their urban

design experience is concluded in Chapter Five in the urban design guidelines for

Winnipeg,s Chinatown revtta\ization. The reasons for selecting the Chinatowns in these

forn cities as case studies include:

1. Fortland's recent succossful urban development has attracted much attention all

over North America. The study of Portland's Chinatown development is helpful

in understanding how a successful developed city considers its multicultural

TSSUES.

2, As the biggest and oldest Chinatown in North America, San Francisco's

Chinatown is very significant. It takes a significant historical status in

Chinatowns develoPment.

3. Toronto is the largest city in Canadawith Chinese irnmigration population. With

increasing Chinese immigrants, Toronto'S Chinatown has experienced more

redevelopment than ever before. Many Chinatown revitalization programs are

proceeding.
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4. Vancouver is a'port' fclr Chinese immigrants landing in Canada. Vancouver's

Chinatown is one of the earliest and biggest Chinatowns in Canada. It has an

important position in Canadian Chinese immigration history. Regarding current

Vancouver's Chinatown, its revitalizationprograms, such as thç Chinatown

design guidelines, provide a good reference for the study ofurban design in

Chinatown redeveloPrnent.

2.4"1-, Fortland's ChÍnatown

The internet survey indicates that Portland's Chinatown is one of the oldest

neighborhoods in the city (see Figure 5). The Chinatown community is rich in resources -

history, culture, people, architecture, and location. The Chinatown development is

undergoing dramatic changes with promising new public and private re-investrnent. In

order to create a good environment in Fortland's Chinatown in social, economic, oultural

and physioal, many of development policies and programs are developed.

Thlough the development plan the Chinatown development strategies are

incorporated for immediate, short-term and long-term development programs with public

and private investrnent. Sorne new housing units have been built and some new coqporate

headquarters have been completed. In the followingparagraphs some selected programs

are introduced to understand Portland's Chinatown redeveloprnent including: the

Recommended Retail Merchandise Mix Flan, the Old Town (Chinatown) Building

Lighting Enhancement Frogram, the Classical Chinese Garden and the Historic Old

Torvn/Chinatown.3

' htt'p://www.portlanddev.org/prog/oldtown.html
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The situation of Portland's
Chinatown

l A major entertainment center

2. A bridge between downtown and suburban for commercial,

residential and cultural activities.
3. A venue for showcasing local talent and products, and thereby

becoming a regional destination in its own right

4. A ethnic market
5. An important commercial and social role in the Chinese

community
6. A true woiking and functioning commercial and cultural center for

Asians in the Greater Porlland

The opporlunity and objective
of Chinatown's revitalization

Opportunity of being a mix of local specialty retail, neighborhood

services and eating and drinking uses'

2. Opportunity of being an enteúainment "bridge" with local

emphasis.
3 . Opporlunity of being the inclusion of ethnic/Asian specialfy retail,

which would add to the richness of the urban experience in this

District.

The revitalization
recommendation

The mix of tenants in Chinatown should remain essentiallY the

same as existing, i.e., with abotrt7}o/oto 75o/o local/regional

independents and 25o/o to 30Yo national/brand tenants.

Z. Athâct national or regional brand restaurants, which are often able

to create stronger draw ofvisitors to an area because ofname

familiarity.
3. The types of tenants recommended include the small "festive"

retail tenants and specialty retail that has the ability to entertain

and interest visitors rather than merely sell traditional goods'

4. The intent should be to create a fun, events-oriented environment

and destination for families and a broad range of age groups'

5. The mix of tenants should include local neighborhood commercial

uses to serve the needs of the emerging residential population'

6. Information kiosks and way finder signage.

7. Transit Mall improvements to enhance streetscape, increase

pedestrian safety and revitalize retail storeffonts.

8. bevelopment of "festive" services for visitors, i.e., souvenirs/gifts,

food options, film Processing.
9. Facade imProvement.
10. Building lighting.
11

Fl.ecommended Retait klerchandising Míx Flan

Table 1: The summary of urban design guidelines and programs of Portland's Chinatown.

Being an inrportant parl of Portland's revitalization program, the Retail

Merchandising Mix Flan discusses Pofiland's Chinatown Revitalizationwith the

emphasis on the oornmerce. The whole program is composed with three parts: the

Chinatown's situation, the opportunities and the objectives of the revifalization, and the
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rcvttalization recommendation. Some ideas of this program are applied in the study of

IVinnipeg's Chinatown revitalization. The table above is a sum.mary of the Retail

Merchandising Mix Plan.a

Besides the Recommended Retail Merchandising Mix Plan, the survey of

portland's Chinatown indicates that sorne concrete programs and guidelines are informed

such as the lighting enhancement program, the Chinese garden program, and the Flistoric

Olcl TowniChinatown prograrn in the following'

Old Town (Chinatown) EuitdÍng LightÍng Enhanccment Programs

The purpose of the Old Town (Chinatorvn) Building Lighting Enhancernent

program is to encourage business and property owners to install new lighting systems or

rehabilitate dilapidated ones in order to create a rnore lively, friendly and safe area to be

during evening hours and to enhance Chinatown's unique architectural and cultural

flavor. The followings are some selected requirements and guidelines of this program:

participants: Both property owners and business lessees with written authorization

frorn the property owner are eligible for rebates.

Design Assistance: the government will provide lighting design assistance by ?n
archiiect or local lighting designer at no cost to property and business owners for

exterior building ficades and ihe interior of storefronts. The assistance will be

limited to l0 hours per Project.
Eligible Work: Funds can be used for rehabilitation of existing as well as

inslanation of new lighting systems including: lighting of exterior architectural

elements; lighting ofii¿ewaiti areas in conjunction with canopies, marquees and

awnings, suãh asipots attached to the framework of canopies or awnings; lighting

ofrecesscd ar"as ofb,rilding fronts, such as entries or arcades; exterior or intorior

signs which contribute to the "night life" image of the area; interior lighting of
stãrefront windows, including any lighting of merchandising areas immediately

adjacent to storefront windows in retail businesses or within 5 feet of the windows

inïon-ret¿il businesses as long as the lighting is designed to reflect into the

a

ê

a

a http: I I w w w,planning. ci'por"tland. or.u s/sections/neindex'html
5 http ://www. portlanddev.org/prog/light-ot'html
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sidewalk area; lighting of parking lots, such as spotlights on the top of buildings

which light adjaãent lãts, figttting of landscaped areas and other lighting as long

as both contribute to the "night life" irnage of the area'

As a good physical solution of dealing with the Chinatown security and vision

during the night, according to the experience of Portland's Chinatown, the lighting

program is recommendçd as one of the components of urban design recommendation in

Winnipeg's Chinatown Revitalization. A successful lighting program will both improve

the streetscapes and building facades and set up the physical foundation ofcreating a saf,e

social environment in Chinatown. The lighting program will make Chinatown friendly to

the visitors and residents not only in the daytime but also in the evening'

The Ctassical Chinese Garden

To create good Chinese ctritural urban spaces in Portland, the Classical Chinese

Garden Society, the City of Portland, the City of Suzhou, and the Classical Chinese

Garden Trust cooperated to build the largest Suzhou style garden outside of China. As the

representative of classical gardens in south China, Suzhou style garden greatly embodies

the influence of Chinese culture on urban spaçe planning and design in China.

The Suzhou style garden in Portland's Chinatown is at the edge of Fortland's

Chinatown and within walking distance of the riverfiont, the Oregon Convention Center,

and the Rose Garden. It not only serves the Chinatown oommunity but also act as a good

connection between Chinatown and the other areas surounding. fVithin the enclosed

garden, seqpentine walkways, ponds, bridgos, and open colonnades guide visitors through

a meticulously arranged landseape of fantastic rock groupings, delicate trees and shrubs,

latricesoreens, and pavilions. The Classical Chinese Garden provides a good example to
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other cities to eonsider cultural elements in urban space planning and design' In Chapter

Five, the concept Proposal 2001 develops a Chinese style roof garden in the Main-King

Block to create a Chinese cultural urban space for the publie and the residents in this

site.6

2.4.2 San Franeisco's Chínatown

The resçarch of San Franeisco's Chinatown development indicates that its tnban

design is informed by some general principles about the physical form of the city (see

Figure 6). The principles have guided subsequent general plan policy and

implementation. The urban design policies of Chinatown development omphasizes:

e preserve notable landmarks and areas of historic, architectural or aesthetic vatrue.

e Prornote the preservation of other buildings and features that provide continuity

with past develoPment'

o Freserving the urban design element of the old building that is old and

irreplaceable is as rnuch a measure of human achievement as the building of the

new. The old should not be replaced unless what is new is better.

Based on the discussion of Multiculturalism in Urban Design and the case study

of San Francisco's Chinatown, historic preservation are suggested for Winnipeg's

Chinatown revitalization. The historic architectural elements of the existing Main-King

Block are developed in its redevelopment.

6 http://www.chinesegarden'org/primarypage.html
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In order to promote the environment of San Francisco's Chinatown, some

programs are conducted in planning, housing development, and so on. chinatown's

planning is to holistically bring together the different parts of the otgartization while

working to balance the community's many uses. Cun'ent Chinatov¿n planning projects

include: l) the Third Street Light Rail Froject, whioh will bring the Third Street Light

Rail extension into Chinatown via subway;2) the Housing Strategy, a policy document

that will guide the future housing plans for the cornmunity; 3) and the Alleyway Master

Plan, a plan to renovate 31 alleyways in Chinatown over the next ten years'7

Regarding the housing development, since 1977 SanFranoisco's Chinatown has

participated in the production of over 2,000 units of low-incorne housing. From

residential hotels to the model Family Housing, the comrnunity seeks to go beyond the

,,bricks and mortar" to actively ereate supportive residential community. The housing

developrnent program provides the option for Chinese American/Chinese immigrants to

live in or around chinatown area, which is helpful to prornote the chinatown

environment in social, economic and cultural.t Th* housing development in san

Francisco,s Chinatown supports strongly the concept of mixed-use development in both

residential and commercial in Winnipeg's Chinatown'

Additionally, the Chinatown development is also condueted by some

programs/organizations with the emphasis from a physical angle' These programs

include:

t http: I lwww.wenet.nel-cchc/workareas/planning/index'html
8 hup ://www.wenet.net/-cchc/workareas/programs/ceo'html
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1. Chinatown Environrnental Organizations. Since 1997 fhe Chinatown

Environmental Organizations program provides educational outreach and

sidewalk eleaning services to merchants and residents of Chinatown. The program

also organizes community cleaning events and recruits merchants to subscribe to

sidewalk steam cleaning services.e

Z, Chinatown park and Ride Frogrum.t0 Th" Chinatown Park and Ride Program is a

free validated parking and shuttle service, operating on the weekends' The

Chinatown Cornmunity Development Center helped broaden marketing efforts

relating to the availability of the Program, including hanging banners on major

streets in the cornmunity and developing bilingual brochures.lt

3. Chinatown Facade Irnprovement and Neon Light Preservation Program. Similar

to the Lighting Enhancement program in Fortland's Chinatown, with the support

of Community Development Block Grant firnds, San Francisco's Chinatown

community is currently n-mning this innovative program to assist Chinatown's

neighborhood-serving businesses to improve storefiont facades and to renovate

existing neon signs, most of that are historic'12

4. Chinatown Alleyway Improvement Frogram" The Chinatown Alleyway

Improvement Program was created to increase rnuch needed open Space within

Chinatown. In partnership with the San Francisco Department of Public Works,

n 
http ://www. wenet.net/-cchc/workareas/developmenVindex'html

t o 
http ://www. wenet.net/-cchc/workareas/programs/parkride'html

tt ittr progru*'s objectives are: provide parking for visitors to Chinatown; encourage shoppers to come to

Chinaiown; minimize trafflrc congestion in Chinatown'
t' htfp ://www.wenet.net/-cchc/workareas/programs/facade'html
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Chinatown is in the process of renovating 31 alleyways under the new Chinatown

Alleyway Master Plan.l3 The Chinatown Alleyway Master Plan originated frorn

decades of cornmunity ef'fort to improve San Francisco Chinatown's numerous

alleyways.la

Recently endorsed by the san Francisco Planning commission, the

Chinatown Alleyway Master Plan now seryes as a guiding document in the

implementation of the alleyway improvement projects, whioh have already begun

with the first set of alleyways (3 in total). Definitely, the Chinatornm Alleyway

Improvement Program takes an important role in Chinatown development. It

comprehensively explores the Chinatown revitalisation by an urban space

improvement. The improvement is conducted not only in physical but also in

social and economic, such as the Community Education Plan and the

Implementation Plan. 
I 5

5. Chinatown Open Space Program. A key component of Chinatown's Open Space

Frogram is to ensure the preservation, enhancoment and where possible,

expansion of usable recreation and open space for the Chinatown community.

Given the high density in Chinatown? open space, whatever is available on the

l3 http://www.wenet.net/-cchc/workareas/adv-org/caia'html
to itl" ptun contains five different "project plans": renovation plan, which outlines physical improvements;

implementation plan, which identifiès construction phasing, budgets and schedules; maintenance plan,

which recommends desired policies for the maintenance of the alleys; enforcement plan, which ensures the

long term viability of the renovated alleys; and communþ education plan, which emphasizes the

importance of community involvement.
tt http://ww*. wenet. nel-cchc/workareas/planning/alleymaster.html
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streets, in the alleys, on the rooftops, and in parks and in the playgrounds, is in

high demand.16

Similar to San Francisco's Chinatown development programs, Winnipeg's

Chinatown revitalization is explored by an urban space planning and design' Some ideas

from San Francisoo's Chinatown development are introduced to V/innipeg's Chinatorvn

revitalisation reoommendations, urban design guidelines, and the Main-King Block

proposal 2001.

2,4"3 Toronto's Chinatown

With over 400,000 members in the Greater Toronto Area, the Chinese population

in Toronto is one of the largest in North America (see Figures 8, 9)' There are several

Chinese areas of residential and çommercial concentration in Toronto. The oldest

communities are located in the downtown aroq including the popular Chinatovrns on

Dundas and Spadina, andat Gerrard and Broadview. Newer cornrm¡nities have developed

in the last 20 years in areas of Soarborough (Agincourt), Mississattga, Richmond Hill and

Markham.lT

Cultural elements are emphasised in Toronto's Chinatown developnnent because

of the city's rnulticultural context" Some programs have been developed with the

consideration of multicultural issues (see Figures 3, 4). Additionally, different from the

other cities, Toronto develops its Chinatown with more consideration of the whole

16 http : //www. wenet. nel-cchc/workareas/planning/openspace'html
tt http://www.city.toronto.on.ca/movies/chinesenewy ear2,Irtml
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downtown area. In order to have a sustainable developnrent in downtown Toronto, some

programs related to the Chinatown ateã are in plan, such as:

o 'Ihe Multicultural Greening Project. This program is an evolving initiative dedicated

to working with Toronto's diverse groups to undert¿ke community-based greening

actions and raisc a multicultural perspoctive fbr environmental justice. The

association, Greenest City, works with residents and management of apartment

buildings and social housing to take "greening action" that involves residents in

meaningful, sustainable activities and programs to improve community life and the

environment.lB

. The public Art. In 1986, Toronto became the first Canadian oity to encourage private

developers to include one- pereent investment for public art in large-scale projects.

.A.s a result of this program and the public and private initiatives, new downtown

developrnent features a number of award-winning public art installations. Many

fantastio works of art were done by many farnous artists, which is part of the reason

that Toronto's dor¡mtown attracts millions of tourists each year. It also contributes

greatly for the irnprovement of the downtown streetscape including Chinatoum urea.te

For example, the Spadina LRT Public Art Frogram is designed to express the

character of Spadina Avenue, where Chinatorvn is located by celebrating its rioh

history and cultural heritage. The program's purpose is to create a vibrant new

streetscape by giving form to the communities with the different voices and histories.

As part of the approvals prooess for the construction of this arcL astreetscape Study

rs lrttp://www. greencity.org/indexwsd.html
tn http ://www. city.toronto.on. calmte/Workshop-Descr'html
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was required that addressed urban design decisions that would affect the redesign of

the street to accommodate the new construction. In 1993, a Streetscape Design Study

Finat Report was prepared. The design study included proposed steetscaping that

addressed sidewalk and tacked pavements, street lighting,landscaping, sfeet

fumiture, public signage, transit platforms and shelters and public art. The

neighbourhoods and businesses also had an active role in the formation of the public

art program. 20

Figure 3: Chinatown's Streetscape Art

Toronto.

Figure 4: Chinatown's Public Art

Toronto.

Besides these programs, some other programs are also intended to improve the

physical environment of downtown Torontoo such as 
ooGreat Cycling". According to the

'o http://www.city.toronto.on.calculture/china.html
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Great Cycting program, many Toronto streets are designed with cyclists in mind. It

makes the Chinatown area more accessible for the people'2l

Regarding the urban design in v/innipeg's chinatorrm, some good

recommendations are derived from the study of Toronto's Chinatown as follows: 1) A

good urban space planning and design is very significant for the revltalization. 2)

Chinatown revitalisation should be considered with the other dorryntown areas as a whole.

3) Revitali zationshould involve more public participation. 4) Cultural elements should be

emphasised in Winnipeg's Chinatown revitalizatiom.5) The streetscaping and

transpoftation should rnake the Chinatown more accessible to the people'

2"4"4 Vancouven's Chinatown

Vancouver's Chinatown is the largest in Canada, and in North America it is the

second only to San Francisco (see Figure 7). The historic core of Chinatown is found

along pender on both sides of Main Street. The broader district is generally located

between Flastings and Union Streets and between Gore and Carrall Streets.

Originally settled by Chinese laborers during the construction of the

transcontinental railroad in the 1870's, the Chinatown area has traditionally been the

focus of the Chinese community. In the early 1970's the province of British Columbia, at

the request of the City Vancouver, designated the core area of Chinatown as a historic

district. The distinctive character of Chinatown is evident today in the shops, street

tt http ://www.city.toronto'o n.cal cy clinglgreatcycling'html
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activity and colorful signage set against a backdrop of distinctivo masoffy buildings

featuring decorative parapets and comices and recessed balconies.2z

My view of Vancouver's Chinatown development indicates that the development

program, Chinator¡¡n Flistoric Area Districts Schedule (F{A-l and FIA-14), is intended to

encourage the preservation and rehabilitation of the significant early buildings of

Chinatown. The people have recognized that the evolving activities that make this district

an asset to the city need to be accommodated contoxtually"z3

Based on the information from the internet resources, a brief introduction of

Vançouver's Chinatown urban design guidelines are oonducted in the following

paragraphs, which serves as the reference for the recommendations of urban design

guidelines of Winnipeg's Chinatown revitalizationand guide the NIain-King Block

Concept Proposal 2001'.

The Vancouvetr's Chinatown urban design guidelines was developed in 1998. It is

used by the Vancouver City staff and the Chinatown Historic A.rea Planning Committee

in the evaluation of development applications. The intent of the guidelines is to preserve

and protect the historic fäbric of Chinatown and to ensure that new development is

supportive of and harmonious with the area's character. Specific guidelines are included

for the rehabilit¿tion of buildings with historic and architectural significance and for the

contextual design of new structures. The document is divided into five parts: l) Applicant

and Intent, 2) General Design Consideration, 3) Guidelines Pertaining to the Regulations

of the Zoningand Development By-law,4) Architectural Cornponents, 5) and Open

" htlp:llwww.city.vancouver.bç.calresources/feature-c/downtown/dwn-profile'html
23 http://www.city.vancouver'bc.calcommsvcs/guidelines/C0 I 8'pdf
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Space. In Chapter Five, with the consideration of the situation of Winnipeg's Chinatown,

the urban design guidelines are developed in Application and Intent, General Urban

Design Consideration, Urban Space consideration, and other considerations.

The philosophy that underlies the Vancouver's Chinatown urban design

guidelines is that appropriate design guidelines will encourage the retention and

enhancement of the authentic historic character of Chinatotvn, and will also ensure that

new development is compatible with and contribute to that character'

Based on these general considerations, the third, fourth and fifth part of the

document focus on the disoussion of urban design guidelines, architectural components

and open spaces that are related to the physical design and planning in Chinatown area.

The urban ¿esign guidelines are associated with the regulations of the zoning and

development by-law. They include both the general consideration of light and ventilation,

noise, privacy, safety and security, and vehicular access and the detail discussion of

building height, yards and setbacks, acoustics standard, building bay and shop-front

width, and exterior design. The architectural components are mainly talking about the

design elements such as rooftop features, window types, exterior walls and rnaterials,

lights, signs, and cornices and parapets. The open space part of the document is mainly

about the semi-private open space. Just as stated (Madanipow 1996:32): "Active or social

semi-private open space is described to provide an amenity, particularly where a known

user group such as a co-op or other social housing is involved."

Because of the successful application of Vancouver's Chinatown urban design

guidelines, this document works as an important reference for the further discussion of

V/innipeg's Chinatown urban design recomrnendations in chapter five. Some of these
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guidelines are refened directly in my analysis of winnipeg's chinatown, some of them

are adjusted based on Winnipeg's context, and some of them are not be considered

because of the different situation.

2.4.5 Co¡relusion

F'rom the Internet survey of the four selected cities' Chinatowns, I conclude that

Chinatolvns' development take an important role in their respective cities' downtown

area. Although these four Chinatowns meet different issues, they also have points in

oommon during their revitalizationprocess, and are consistent with winnipeg's

Chinatown:

1. They all have a special cultural character in the downtown area.

Z. The Chinatown development is closely related to the downtown development.

3. They all recognize the necessity of Chinatown revitalization'

4. They all applt urban design in the revitalization process with the relation of
others such as city planning and architeotural design'

5. The revitalizationptogtu-t are rnainly organized by a Chinese community

Association with communication to the other downtown

cornmuniti esloryanizations and the city government'

6. Regarding the physical planning and design, these four cities focus on

pr"-rervin! the 
-Chinatown 

cultural features such as the building facades and

the Chinatown landmarks.
7. Their goal of Chinatown revîtalization are all to attract people and improve

the Chinatown situation not only in physical but also in social, cultural,

commercial, and economic asPects.

These points provide a strong foundation for Winnipeg's Chinatown

revitalization, which indicate the necessity and oppor"tunity of redevelopment. The four

selected Chinatowns also provide many useful urban design concepts for the Main-King

Block proposal 2001and further support the discussion of Urban Design, Urban Space,

and Multiculturalism in the former sections. With the consideration of Winnipeg
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Chinatown's special situation and case studies of these four selected cities, the urban

design recornmendations and guidelines of V/innipeg Chinatown are developed in

Chapter Five.
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Figure 5: Chinatown, Downtown, Portland.
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Figure 6: Chinatown, Downtown, San Francisco.

Figure 7: Chinatown, Downtown, Vancouver
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Figure 9: New Chinatowns, Toronto.
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CHAPTER. THREE

URB^A.N ÐMSIGN TN \4/[NF{trPEG'S CT{IN^A'TOWN

After the review of downtown development, wban design, urban spaoe,

multiculturalism, and the case studies in Chapter Two, urban design in V/innipeg's

downtor¡¡n and Chinator¡rn is now addressed. Based on Moughtin's statennent discussed in

Chapter Two, the study is conducted at four urban spatial levels: Downtown, Main-Street

area, Chinatown district here, and the Main-King Block in Chapter Four. The analysis of

the related development programs and urban space condition in this Chapter provides the

planning and design context for the final analysis and discussion in Chapter Four and

Chapter Five regarding the Main-King Block project and the Urban Design Guidelines"

3"1 \Ninnipeg llownÉown

This seotion focuses on the disoussion of Winnipeg downtown development (see

Figures 2, 10,11). First, a historical review of Winnipeg's dovmtown developnaent

indicates what $/innipeg's dorvntown was and how it was developed. Next, the cun'ent

downtown developrnent is studied with reference to some good or bad downtown

developrnent experience. Finally, the recent "centre Plan" for winnipeg core area and

onplan Winnipeg" is introduced to understand what are the present opinions of downtown

redevelopment and how the city is dealing with the downtown issues. Some ideas from

..City Plan" are referred in Chapter Five to guide the Main-King Block projeot and the

Urban Design Guidelines for Winnipeg's Chinatown revitalization'
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3"1"1 Wínnipeg Downtown Development

The historiçal overview of Winnipeg's development reveals a century of

extremely turbulent activity in this city. The impact of boom and decline are both

apparent in the pattem of development in Winnipeg's wban form. Winnipeg's downtown

development can be divided into four periods: lB70-1896;1897-1914; 1915-1945; and

the Fost-War period.

Winnipeg started as a settlement area located at and surrounding the Forks, which

has been developed into ono part of the downtown area. During the 1870-1896 period,

there was no obvious area named 'downtown' in Winnipeg. The city was the downtown

or the downtown was the city, mixed with the residential, commercial, and others

together. The most influential event in this period in Wiruripeg is the land boom

associated with the arrival of the Canadian Pacific railway (CPR) in 1881. The impacts of

the arival of the CPR can be concluded into three points. F'irst, it stimulated TVinnipeg's

economy in a short-term by the construction activity. Second, it created a long-term

employment opportunity for the city's people and made the city become somewhat tied to

the economic cycles of the rail station business. Third, it made Winnipeg as not only a

railway centre but also a regional centre, because of the rapid expansion of western

Canada. As a result, by the end of this period, Winnipeg had changed from a village to an

urban centre (Lyon and Fenton 1984: 10-l l).

Frorn 1897 to lgl4,Winnipeg City and downtovm was marked by rapid social

and economic ehanges in westem Canada. Winnipeg City, positioned at the edge of the

vast west area of new settlement and the only major urban centre in the region, became a

conduit, interceptor and source of the flow of people, goods and services. Meanwhile, a
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dramatic alteration in both the profîle and shape of Winnipeg's downtown area was

happening. Land in downtown was redeveloped with multi-storey office buildings

cramming the Portage and Main area, whioh started dominating the city's skyline in the

mid 1960s. In addition, the retail sector began a westwarcl march along Portage Avenue -

a move that signall ed a gradual decline in Main Street's role in the central business

district (Lyon and Fenton 1984: 13-14). By the end of this period, the central core was no

longer synonymous with the city. It had become just one component of a rnore diverse

and dispersed urban structure. By the end of the pre-war period, v/innipeg had indeed

become a metropolis tly contemporary standards. It was the third largest city in Canada

and was characterised by tho classic pattern of development - an established central city

with a ring of suburban jurisdictions surrounding it (Lyon and Fenton 1984:. 44).

During this period, the focus of commercial development and redevelopment still

remained in the dov¿ntown area. However, the residential development had started to

move to the suburban areas, which further developed into sub-urbanisation after V/orld

IVar IL

From 1915 to Lg{|,the urban development of V/innipeg suffered from the two

world wars and a worldwide depression. At the same time, while reaching the

development peak during the 1910s and 1920s, Winnipeg had to contend with

fundamental changes in its regional status, because the hinterland began to establish a

degree of,independenee from Winnipeg after 1914. Although there was also expansion

and new development happening in Winnipeg during this period, these years were mainly

marked by consolidation, restrictions and losses. Froblems could no longer be glossed

over by achievements (Lyon and Fenton 1984: 16). ,As one of the primary parts of the
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city, the downtown developrnent was also impacted greatly, especially the commercial

districts in the central areas.

Winnipeg downtown decline proceeded both in the residential and comrnercial.

As a result of the increasing sub-urbanisation, in thel960's, the population concentration

dispersed from the contre area of V/innipeg. As described by Lyon and Fenton (1984:

l3), residential deterioration in dov¿ntown has accelerated suburban sprawl by creating a

demand for housing in suburban areas. In turn, suburban sprawl has accelerated

downtown residential deterioration by providing an easy route to escape the problems of

deteriorating downtown areas, thus rernoving a potentially vatruable resource for solving

these problems.

Regarding the cornmercial decline in \Minnipeg downtown, from 1960s to 1980s,

the focus of investment has also shifted from the downtown to suburban areas. In

company with the population relocating, the downtown commercial activities shiftçd as a

result. Retail expansion occurred in the form of major suburban shopping malls.

Comrnercial-institutional facilities shifted to suburban locations to be adjacent to the new

population concentrations (Lyon and Fenton 1984: 3).

In sumrnary, the V/innipeg's downtown decline started from the Post War period

and it continues to this day. The decline continues both in residential and commercial,

and finally resulted in the deterioration of urban form, such as the urba¡ spaces in

downtown areas. Although from 1960s sorne professions started to consider solutions for

the problem of downtown decline and conducted some redevelopment programs

successfully, the main trend of downtown decline still exists in V/innipeg'
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3.1.2 nPlan Winnipeg' and'Centre Flan' ín 2000

In order to address the urban development problems, the City Winnipeg recently

started two programs to encourage more sustainable urban development and downtown

revita1ization in V/innipeg: 'Plan Winnipeg' and 'Centre Plan'. These plans strongly

support the study of urban design in downtown revitalization in this practicurn.

,plan Winnipeg' is the newest document prepared by the City. It is a long-term

offrcial plan for discussing physical, social, economio, and environmental conditions

(City of Winnipeg 1993). oCentre Plan' is a sub-set of 'Plan Winnipeg'. It builds upon the

foundation established in the o'Downtown" section of the plan. As stated in 'Centre Plan'

(Centre Plan 2000: 2):

"A healthy downtown requires a long-term commitment to a vision and a

plan. Isoiated projects and short-term programs do not meet that

iequirement. The foundation of a long-term commitment must be a

coherent concept, both to protect existing investment and to direct growth'

A plan can piovide for a vibrant downtown only if it is based on a
consensus of all downtown interest'"

Regarding urban design in the downtown, 'Centre Flan' indicates that (Centre

Plan 2000: 41):

.,Good urban design is an important ingredient in a successful downtown.

It can enhance the aesthetic appeal of the downtown while helping to

address issues such as safety. Urban design refers to the manner in which

all physical aspects of the urban environment come together. The prirnary

"orr"rrl 
of urÈan design is aesthetics (the way downtown spaces look)

although it is strongly influenced by functional requirements (how the

varíous components work together). Economic, cutrtural, and social

considerations exert additional influence. The exterior of buildings, open

spaces, and streetscapes are a\lurban design conceffls. Consequently, it is

the thoughtful relatiônship of all these components to one another that

constitutes good urban design. When it is done well it carr enhance the

economic stlccess and liveability of the downtown'"
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Based on these statements, it can be concluded that urban design is to solve the

urban issues in physical, economic, social, political and ctlltural. Mixed-use planning and

design are recommended in both short-terrn and long-term development. In this

practicum, oCentre Plan' for Winnipeg provides a direction for the urban design study in

the Chinatowïr area. The urban design recommendation and guideline for Winnipeg's

Chinatown is partially derived from these documents and is consistent with the spirit of

'Plan V/innipeg' and nCentre Plan'.

In ,Centre Plan' (2000: 33-41) related strategies with urban design in urban

spaces are addressed. They are demonstrated in the following four fields: Physical,

Social, Cultural, and Econonric. They further guide the study of Main-King Block project

in Chapter Five:

WINNIPEG DOWNTOWNDESIGN INURBAN
ECONOMTCCULTURALSOCIALPHYSICAL o Promote
the downtown's
assets as a

means of
stimulating
growth in urban
growth in urban
tourism.

¡ Keep and

attract targeted
business and
activities.

¡ Foster a
positive climate
for new
investment and
redevelopment.

" Address the
specific needs ofnew
immigrants living.

o Encourage and
support the
consolidation of major
arts, entertainment, and
cultural facilities.

o Build upon past

initiatives that have
helped establish the

uniqueness of character

areas.

o Actively support
the conservation of
heritage structure in the

downtown through the

implementation of the

"Heritage Support,
Policy, and Programs
report.

o Take measures to
increase personal

safety.

. Address specific
needs of the homeless

o lncrease access to
secure quality
employment
opportunþ.

o Provide a basic

level ofeducation for
all downtown residents.

e Encourage people

to participate in
decisions that affect
their communities,
worþlace, local
services, and daily
lives.

o Create a more convenient,
comfortable, and accessible
pedestrian system.

e Develop better links between

activity centres.

" Complete the designated

V/alkway system.

c Review the street system to
define the function ofstreets in
the downtown and to establish a

hierarchy oftheir use.

o lmprove the provision of
short-term parking in the

downtown.

c Strengthen and enhance

existing focal point and create

new focal points in the downtown

Create an attractive, festive-
downtown environment.

c

Table2: The summary of'Centre Plan' about urban design
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3"2 Main Street

In Chapter One, we hadabrief,introduction about Winnipeg's Chinatown. As the

n.North Gate" of Main Street and dor¡¡ntown Winnipeg, the Chinator¡rn district has

developed as part of the North Main Street area in the downtown area.

Main Street is a north-south street in the downtown, beside thc Red River. With

portage Avenue, Main Street is one of the two main transportation spines in Winnipeg's

downtown. Many local shopping districts are on this street. Many of the irnportant

buildings of Winnipe g are located along it. Because of NIain Street's historic status, a

number of historic and cultural districts are in or around this area, such as the CFR- station

area, Winnipeg's Chinatown, and the Exchange district (see Figures 10, 1l' l2)'

The study of this region indicates that the Main Street atea was part of an

extensive trade network that reached from the Great Lakes to the Pacific Coast and the

Gulf of Mexico in history. It was established with fur trading as early as in 1738, and in

lg12 the first permanent European settlement was established by Soottish settlers in this

area. Settlement continued to expand slowly until 1885, when the arrival of the Canadian

pacific Railway (CPR) brought a flood of imrnigrants. The CPR Station, which now

stands as the Aboriginal Centre of V/innipeg, played a critical role in Winnipeg's

economic and population growth and the development of the Main Streot area. As a

result, the Main Street area reached its peak during the period from the 1910s to the

1920s as the commercial and residential centre in the downtown. After World War II, in

company with downtown decline, the Main Street area began its period of decay. Another

reason of the decline of the Main Street area in commercial is the extension of the
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portage Avenue to the west, which caused the cornmerciatr west-moving from Main Street

to the west of Portage Avenue.

Although the situation is not satisfied, there are still many opportunities for the

Main Street to change and revitalize. From the 1970s some programs had been addressed

and proceeded successfully in order to revitalize the Main Street area as follows

(Department of Environment Flanning 1977; City of Winnipeg 1977;Koza1974):

l. The Forks located in the South Main Street area, serves as a new place for the

connmercial and public activities in downtown Winnipeg'

Z. The pedestrian crossing program at the Portage-Main intersection improves the

pedestrian situation at the Fortage-Main intersection and is helpful to form a

whole pedestrian system in downtown Winnipeg'

3. The new traffic and parking prograrn improves the traffic situation at the Portage-

Main intersection.

4. The urban renew N0. 2 prograrn redeveloped part of the North Main Street area

including the south Chinatown district.

However, these revitalizationprograms are mainly focused on the South Main

Street and conducted separately. The signs of decay on the North Main Street are too

obvious to ignore. The Main Street distriot also exhibits the other social problems such as

poverty, unemployment, homelessness, and so on. More than two-thirds of households

report incomes below the poverty line. The following statistics cited from Winnipeg

Devolopment Agreement indicates North Main Street's physical, economic and social

decline situation:
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POPULATION LIVING
Hotel

25%15%
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

TotalOtherOlder than 6545-64
100%6r%160/023%

Main Street City Winnipeg

Poor Housing Condition t6% t0%

Unemployment 8% 34Vo

Single Parents 19% 38%

Minorities 62% 20%

Table 3: The population statistics ofNorth Main Street.

Table 4: The statistics of North Main Street's physical, economic and social decline situation.

From the 1980s some programs regarding the north area have been addressed. For

example, the "Urban Renewal No. 2" program in the 1980s, and the "Our Place: North

Main Task Force" program in the 1990s (Winnipeg Development Agreement 1999).

These developrnent progfams include both housing pro.iects and mixed-use projects to

improve the livíng condition, attnacttho people outside, and create new employment

opportunities. The streetscaping initiative is almost complete, serving to define and unite

the areaand improve pedestrian safety and oomfort. Sidewalks havç been widened and

made the area more attractive. In an effort to balance the needs of both vehicular and

pedestrian ftaffrc,off-street parking has increased and parking times have beon extended.

These initiatives are not expected to be a simple solution to the redevelopment of Main

Street, but are part of a comprehensive look at the commorcial, social, cultural and

physicat needs of the street (Chinese Cultural and Community Service Corp. l992;Ftoza

and Levin 1981; Forks Renewal Corporation 1987).

These different programs on South and North Main Street indicate sotne points in

oofitmon. The programs are proceeded with the basic consideration of satisffing the
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people's requirement and the historic context of Main Street. Their goal is to attact

people and revitalize the area conûprehensively.

The residential and commercial functions have always been the cornerstone of

Main Street, which is oruoial for the whole area's development. In order to revitalize

thesc two sectors, a safe arrd atttantive place for the people to live, shop, work, and play

is necessary. Currently, the problems on the street deter many consurners and residents

away,and have hurt commercial endeavors (see 13, 14,15). As the Winnipeg

Development Agreement stated:

ooAny initiative to rev\talize the north Main Street area must include a plan

to encourage people to live, work, and stay in this area. This meafts

improvemeltt- to existing housing and the creation of new housing

opiionr, whieh better meet the needs of the area's unique population.

ndditionally, the survey of the urban spaces on Main Street shows that

there are rnore vacant spaces and parking lots than good public places,

which indicates the a improvement filling program is very necessary (see

Figures l3-15)".

Winnipeg's Chinatown is located west of the North Main Street and close to the

famous Fortage-Main intersection. As a Chinese cultural centre for V/innipeg and a

nnhome town" for \trinnipeg's Chinese imrnigrants, Winnipeg's Chinatown takes an

important status in the North Main Street area. In the 1980s, in conjunction with the

Urban Renewal No. 2 program, arevTtalization program had been developed in the

southwest part of Chinatown. However, since the revitalized part of Chinatown is one

block away frorn the Main Street, it is hard to feel its influence on Main Street" Today the

part of Chinatown faeing onto Main Street is stilt in a deeay situation. It is difficult for

the pedestrians to identiff that Chinatown is just beside the street' This practicum
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explores the solution by the Main-King Block project that is located at the west side of

the North Main Street.

During the 1990s the North Main Street areahas received further attention to

address some new rcvitalization prograrns (Humble 1998; Institute of Urban Studies

1990). Because of the proximity between Main Street and Chinatown, these new

revitalization programs also create an opportunity for Winnipeg's Chinatown

rcvitalization. For example, the Red River walking system is extending to the north Main

Street area, andan Ukrainian Cultural and Education Centre is proposed on the east side

of Main Street, atthe corner of the intersection of Main Street and Disraoli Freeway.

Definitely, all these revitalization programs require a related improvement in V/innipeg's

Chinatown located just opposite on Main Street.

The Main-King block is situated in Chinatown at the Southwest corner of the

intersection of Main Street and Disraeli Freeway (see Figure 16). As an 'gateway' to

Chinatown and the Main Street atea, asuccessful rcvitalization of this site contributes not

only to the Chinator¡m district but also to the whole North Main Street area. The idea of

commercial and residential mixed development further improves the situation in this area

by attracting residents and businesses, thus creating more local employment

opportunities.

3"3 Winnipeg's Chinatown

This section introduces Winnipeg's Chinatovm historical development at present

to understand Winnipeg's Chinatown more comprehensively. The information here is

mainly cited from several authors' studies and documents such as David Chuenyan Lai
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and the Winnipeg Chinatown Development Corp. The discussion includes: Canadian

Chinatowns Development, V/innipeg's Chinatown development, and the analysis of

urban spaces in Winnipeg's Chinatown.

3.3.1 Canadian Chinatown Ðevelopmenú

The discussion of Canadian Chinatown Development is in two parts: the

definition of Chinato'rn, and the history of Chinatown development and Chinese

immigration.

The Definiúion of Chinatown

There is no precise definition for the term 'Chinatown'. Lai (1988: 3) explains:

,o,Chinatown' is usually perceived as a Chinese quarter of any city outside China". Lin

(1998: trX) explains: " 'Chinatown' is a site that structures and also signifies the

incorporation of Chinese immigrants into North Arnerican society". Laguerre (2000: 28)

explains ,Chinator¡m' as: o'an informal capitalcity to suggest its subalternization vis-à-vis

the city it is enclosed in, its minoriti zationby the mainstream, its racialization by way of

its forced marginal spatialization, and its global status in a network of transnational

sites." During the nineteenth century, San Francisco, Victoria, and Vancouver were the

major pacific locations for Chinese irnmigration to North,A.merica. After the Chinese

immigrants arrived in these ports cities, they confined themselves to one or two streets,

which the Chinese people called Tangren./ie (Chinese Street), and the white public called

o,Chinamen's quarters," onChinese cornmunity," or o'Chinatown.'o Eventually, the word

..Chinatown" was so commonly used that it beeame a standard term' As population and

economy developed, Chinatowns in these cities expanded to several city blocks and
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functioned similar to self-contained towns. Today Chinatown is still called Tanren Jie

colloquially, but they are also comrnonly ealled as Huabu or Zhongguo Chen in Chinese.

The history of Chinaúown Ðevelopmrent a¡rd Chinese hnrnigratÊon

Lai desuibed the CanadianChinatown development in four stages (1988: XVI):

'budding' (before the 1910s), 'blooming' (1910s * 1920s), 'withering' (1930s - 1960s),

and .dying or reviving' phase (after the 1960s). Similar to the discussion here in Chapter

Two, Canadian Chinatown development is closely related to the whole downtown area.

Canadian Chinatowns vary in age of development, size of population, and economic

conditions. Nevertholess, all Old Chinatowns went through the four stages rnentioned

above and still have much in common. For example, most Old Chinatowns had sirnilar

settings on the fringes of downtown areas and were physically and cultural sepæated

from adjacent neighborhoods. The types of businesses were remarkably constant fiom

one Chinatown to another: Chinese restaurants, grocery stores, laundries, and the like.

Institutional buildings, store signs, advertisements, merchandise, number of pedestrians,

and other components of the townscape were firmly established and visibly Chinese (I-ai

19BB: 68). The current situation of Winnipeg's Chinatown is in the fourth phase: dying or

revlvmg

Chinese immigrants first began arriving in the North Arnerica in the 1850s (Lin

l99B: 24;Wey 1984:319).ThemigrationofChinesetoCanadabeganinlS5Swhengold

was discovered in the lower Fraser River in British Columbia. At the end of June 1858,

the f,rrst group of Chinese miners from San Francisco arrived at Victoria (Lai and Madoff

1997:45; Greenwood 1996: 9.). Before the 1880s, there were no Chinatowns outside

British Columbia. The census of 1881 listed only ten Chinese in Toronto, eight in Barrie,
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and seven in Montreal. Other towns such as IVinnipeg, Hamilton, and Emerson had only

one or two Chinese residents. No Chinese immigrants went to other provinces from

British Columbia because of the formidable barrier of the Roeky Mountains. Flowever

with eornpletion of the CFR, Chinese immigrants began to move to the prairies and other

parts of Canada(Lai 1988: 50). Unlike European immigrants, during this period, Chinese

innrnigrants were excluded from the social mainstream (Lin 1998: 23). As Lai points out

(1988: 35), because Chinese irnmigrants tended to travel in groups and to isolate

themselves from the white cornmunity in order to avoid open discrirnination and hostility,

they confined themselves to the boundaries of Chinatortm, where they felt safe and

secure. Cultural barriers were another factor in the formation of a Chinatown. Most early

Chinese immigrants could not speak Engtish and so found it difficult to communicate

with white people. Finally, economic factors also shaped the origin and growth of a

Chinatown.

Flistorically, nlany Chinese immigrants were recruited initially as laborers to

Canada. For economic reasons, the sponsors built or leased wooden shacks in tho

cheapest district of a town and operated stores and restaurants to serve the laborers'

needs. This cluster of Chinese laborers and stores in one location constituted the nuoleus

of a'budding' Chinatown. "In the budding phase, a "Chinatown'o was a selÊcontained

grban enclave where nearly all Chinese people, their businesses, and their social

institutions were confined. The streetscape was dominated by rows of closely packed

wooden shacks and cabins" (Lar 1988: 5; Lin 1998: 1).

Chinatown development entered its 'blooming' phase from the 1910s. During this

periocl, covering several city blocks, the expanding Chinatown had a rectangle paftern
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fonned by parallel streets erossing one another. The Chinatown townscape was

dominated by a mixture of wooden shacks, log cabins, and two- or three-story tenement

buildings built of wood or brick. Some outstanding buildings have a distinctive

architecture that combined Chinese symbolism and motifs with Western-style structtres.

However, following their peak in the 1920s, Chinatowns entered the 'withering'

stage when the population decreased and the economy declined, which also resulted in a

declining level of partioipation in social activities. The torrunscape of Chinatown was

dorninated by dilapidated structureso vacant sites and parking lots (Lai 1988: 7).

After the 'withering' stage Chinatowns entered into the fourth phase since the

1960s. Chinatowns throughout Canada have undergone substantial changes. Like so

many downtown areas in Canada where the people moved to suburbs, Chinatown had thc

sarne experience (Laguerre 2000: 33). As one of the earliest settled inner-city

neighborhoods, Chinatown is often part of the depressed downtown residential and

commercial districts of a modern city. Most of their residents have moved to other parts

of the city for better accommodation. Since 1,967, new types of Chinese immigrants have

corne to Canadq mostly frorn Hong Kong, 1'aiwan, and Southeast Asian countries. The

entrepreneur imrnigrants revitalized the economy of some Old Chinatowns and created

New Chinatowns (Lai 1988: XV; I-aguene 2000: 39). As Lai indieated (1988: 8), the

final stage of an old Chinatown is either extinction or rehabilitation. If a withering

Chinator¡m is not reviølized, it will be wiped out or reduced in size by fire, relocation,

gentrification (or inner-city revitalization), and other factors or even eliminated. If there

are infusions of urban renewal funds frorn the municipal, provincial, and lor federal

governments, the withering Chinatown wiil be revived. Its old building will be renovated
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and new construction projects such as care facilities, oultural centres, and subsidized

housing for elderly people or low-income families will be built, such as the Winnipeg's

Chinator¡rn development during the 1970s and 1980s. A revitalized Chinatown will

oontinue to experience dramatic economic, social, and physieal transition (Lin 1998:

lg7).Itwill attract new businesses and investments, and its property values will rise

rapidly. It will consist of several congested streets fulI of restaurants and stores, and

sidewalk displays of foodstuffs, dry goods, and other merchandise, catering not only to

the chinesç community but also to people of other ethnic gfolrps.

3.3.2 Winnípeg's Chinatown

Winnipeg's Chinatown has over ninety years history as a part of downtown

nwinnipeg. The Chinato\ryn area is one of the oldest neighborhoods in Winnipeg.

Chinatown includes eight city blocks north of Portage Avenue and west of Main Street'

The area is bounded on the east by Main Street and to the west by Princess Street, with

King Street running through the middle. The eight city blocks extend frorn Rupert

Avenue on the South, including Facific Avenue in the middle, to Alexander Avenue to

the North. The centre of the area is approached directly along King Street, one-way

northwards after passing the Fublic Safety Building and the City Hall. Many of the

buildings are old, in poor interior condition and functionally obsolete. In the present

Chinatown area, there is a Chinese public school, a Chinese United Church, a Chinese art

and cultural centre, and many olans or family associations. There are also a number of

restaurafits, gift shops, grocery stores, and import and export companies. Currently there

are about 540 Chinese residents (see Figures 16, 18, 19,24)'
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In history, Chinese immigrants came to Winnipeg even before the arrival of CFR,

but it was not until the completion of the CPR that Chinese came to Winnipeg in larger

numbers. In 1901 there were only 109 Chinese residents in Winnipeg, but by 1911 the

Chinese population had reached 500 to 600. Initially Chinese immigrants lived and set up

stores separately, so no Chinatown developed in Winnipeg. As Lai stated (1988: 94),

until 1909 a ftw Chinese stores concentrated at the intersection of King Street and

Alexander dvenue, and then become the centre of a Chinatown. Wiruripeg Chinatown

entered the 'blooming' stage in the 1910s and reached its peak in the l920s.In 1927,

Chinatown covered six city blocks bounded by Princess and Main streets, and Logan and

Rupert avenues, with King Street as its business street. F{orrrever, after the 1920s

Winnipeg's Chinatown entered the 'withering' stage. The nurnber of Chinese laundries

dropped from over 300 in the 1920s to 72 in 1938. During the economic depression of the

1930s, many Chinese restaurants and grocery stores went out of business. Some Chinese

landowners who could not afford to pay taxes lost their property. Liko some other

Chinatowns in North America, V/innipeg's Chinatown had been physically deteriorating

since the 1940s.

The 'revitalizing phase' began in the late of 1960s. ln 1967, 
'Winnipeg's

Chinatown qualified for govemment funding in an urban renewal program' The program

proposed that Chinatown be developed as a moderate-priced shopping precinct with a

strong ethnic flavor (Lai: 1988: 141). In lg7l,the Winnipeg Chinese Development

Corporation was formed. The corporation engaged Gustavo Da Roza, a Winnipeg

architect, to draw up a Chinatown redevelopment plan. The plan, completedin 1974'

proposed a closed mall with shopping, living, and recreational areas connected by a
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sidewalk. Some morchants felt that the proposal was too arnbitious and impraetical and

placed too little emphasis on the eommercial aspect of Chinatown, As a result, the plan

was never presented to Council by the corporation and was abandoned in 1975. However,

two more realistic projects were approved and conducted in Chinatown at the same time.

The Sek On Toi Senior Citizens' Home was built by the Chinese United Church and

completed in 1978. The other project was the Chinatown garden at the northeast comer of

King Street and Alexander Avenue.

In 1980 City Council announced the $96 miltion Core Area Initiative over five

years frorn 1981 to 1986. In 1981, a new corporation known as the Winnipeg Chinatown

Development Corporation was forrned, headed by Dr. Joseph Du. The Corporation

presented to City Council a Chinatown Improvement Plan and a budget that was soon

approved. The plan included throe projects: Flarmony Mansion building with 111 housing

units located in the west half of the block, the Chinese gardenu and the Dynasty Building

that housed the Chinese Cultural and Community Service Centre. In 1986, City Couneil

approved another project in Chinatown: the Mandarin Building and reconstruetion of the

historie Polioe Court building" During this period, Chinatown became one of the foeal

points in the city for the social and oultural activities.

However, after the middle of the 198ûs, there was no continuing program for the

Chinatown revitalization. On December 5'h,1999,an arsonist fîre destroyed over 50% of

the l\zÍain-King block of Chinatown. This fire prompted a reconsideration of Chinator¡¡n

revitalisation. In summer 2000, the \Vinnipeg Chinator¡m Development Corporation

began to prepare a new Chinatov¿n Revitalization Program with emphasis on the Main-

King Block development. This new revitalizationprograrn is still in process. This
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practicum explores the Main-King Block rcvitalization through an Urban Design

perspective. After the discussion of downtown Winnipeg, Main Street arcy and

Winnipeg's Chinator¡¿n, the following section focus on analysis of urban spacos in

Winnipeg's Chinatown.

3,4 Unban Spaees: Anatysis of {Jnban Ðesign in Winnipeg's ChinâÚown

As the first stage of urban design process, the physical, social, economic, and

cultural factors affecting Winnipeg's downtown, the Main Street area, and the Chinatown

district have been conducted in the former chapters and sections. As describcd in Chapter

Two, a good networking system of urban spaces is significant for successful planning and

design ofeach urban space. Since the purpose ofurban space planning and design of

Main-King Block is not only to promote the environrnent of the block itself but also to

contribute to the whole Chinatown urban spaces system, this section has a comprehensive

analysis of urban spaces in Winnipeg's Chinatoum including some other related fields.

The study of this section is done through mapping analysis, photo analysis, and

study sketches to explore, for example, the cultural and physical features of Chinatown.

The mapping analysis includes Spatial Context; Land Use; Housing Condition;

Circulation; Texture Transit and Pedestrian; and Demographics. The photo and sketch

analysis includes Streetscaping; Materials; Forrns; Elements; and Building Massing.

As discussed in Chapter T'wo, the purpose of this section is to understand the

urban spaces of Winnipeg's Chinatown including: the landscape, the multicultural

featyes, the public needs, the historic preservation, the social condition, and so on

(Burayidi 2000: 2t3,214 Frey 1999: 14,16; Ellin 1996: 73). The task of urban design is
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to improve Chinatown's physical form and structure: the network of important public

streets and squares, and individual spacos (Frey 1999: 16; IVloundon 1992:332).

The analysis of existing building forms and functions in Winnipeg's Chinatown is

the starting point. Publio open spaoes and available tand are an integral part of this

analysis. Movement systems are found to be a strong form determinant. Due to North

American societal dependence on the automobile, roads are generally the strongest

organising agency in the cities. Pedestrian movement systems and public transit routes

are also a strong influence. These movement systems in Winnipeg's Chinatown appear to

create a frarnework within which buildings are located. Together, these factors create

physical images that can be categorised as paths, nodes, edges, landmarks, and districts

(Lynch 1960). Additionally, it is essential to be aware of the dennographio make-up of the

study area and to consider the normal and special needs of those people in the present and

in the future. The cultural needs of the Chinatown people also affect the urban spaces in

Chinatown. The cultural need for urban space should be understood. Good urban spaçe

provides aîateawith opportunities for recreation, relaxation, and also relief or release

from the built environment. It is important for urban design to keep in mind the

understanding of what makes a place comfortable and pleasant. First, I conduct the

analysis of the spatial context in the following section.
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3"4"1, Spatial Context AnalYsis

The following analysis of Winnipeg's Chinatown and its sun"oundings are based

on I-ynch's (1960) method of urban spaces analysis, identifying paths, edges, nodes,

districts, and landmarks (see Figure 16). As stated in Chapter Two, the impression or

understanding of $/innipeg's Chinatoum stems from the perception of these elements that

is defrned in the table as above.

Table 5: Lynch's rnethod ofurban spaces analysis, and the application on Winnipeg's Chinatown

Definition In 's Chinatown

Edge An edge represents a break in continuity
between two phases

The site edges are the four major streets that bound

the area - Main Street, James Ave., Princess Street'

and Logan Ave. They define the border ofthe
Chinatown district see I

Path

dominant for observers.

Faths may be defìned as the linear
channels along which circulation
normally occurs. They may also serve as

The primary paths identified in and surrounding

Chinatown area, as major trafflrc arteries, are King
Street, Main Street, and Disraell Freeway (see

I
The Chinatown district includes eight blocks
surrounding by Main Street, Logan Ave., Princess

Street, and James Ave. it is defrned in green colour

in Figure 16.

District Districts may be defined as secfions of the

study area that shares some recognisable

character. These districts and their
particular character are noted on these

Land-
marks

Landmarks are identified as reference
points, clues ofidentity, and structures

within and around the study area. They
are easily recognisable and serve as

points of orientation. They may have both

local and regional significance. Again the

major landmarks and their locations are

noted on the contextual

The landmarks defÌned for the Chinatown district
including several buildings within and surrounding

this area. They are Historic Commercial Buildings,

Community Church, High-rise Apartment Building,
Centennial Concert Hall, Museum of Man and

Nature, Manitoba Theatre Centre, Pantages Theatre

Centre, Chinese Culture Centre, Winnipeg City
Hall and Council see 24

Nodes Nodes may be defined as the convergence

ofpaths or points ofconvergence along a
journey through a district'

Two major nodes are defined in the Chinatown

district: the intersection of Main Street and Disraell

Freeway, and the intersection of King Street and

Jams Street 1
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3"4"2 l,and {Jse AnalysÍs

R.esídential / [Iotel

The survey indicates that there are four residential structures in V/innipeg's

Chinatown. The existing residential struotures for the most part take the form of point

towers thus eoncentrating the inhabitants into several small areas (see Figures 17, 18, 19).

Entertainment / RecreaÛion

There are eleven entertainment and recreation facilities within and around

Chinatown area. Most of the active recreation areas are in south and east of Chinatown,

such as Chinese Cultural Centre, Pantages Theatre Centre, Manitoba Theatre Centre,

Centennial Concert Flall, and Museum of Man and Nature. In the north part of

Chinatown, the availability of the entertainment and recreation facilities is relatively

poor. They includes some restaurants, bars, Chinese associations, and so on (see Figures

17, 18, l9).

0ffice

There are afair number of office buildings within Winnipeg's Chinatown area.

Ftrowever, similar to the entertainment and recreation f,acilities, most good office

buildings are dispersed in the south parl of Chinatown, such as in Chinatown Cultural

Centre (mixed-use) and Mandarin Building (seo Figures 17, 18, 19).

These offiee buildings, located in south Chinatown, are also mostly mid-rise-four

to six stories. Compared to the south-Chinatown office buildings, the office buildings in

north Chinatown is poor, small size in low-rise structures (see Figures 18,19)'
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Public / Institutional

There are some public buildings within the Chinatown area. The major one is the

Chinese Cultural Centre, both in public and private uses. The Cultural Centre is located

on the south entrance of Chinatown. The Chinatown district also contains one church.

There are no schools in this area (see Figure 19).

Government

Thçre are municipal government structures located in south Chinatown. They are

Public Safety Building, Winnipeg City Hall, and Council Building. In these building's

blocks, there are also public places designed for the public users (see Figures 14, \9,2A).

Regarding Winnipeg Cify Hall and Council Building, they act as landmarks for the Main

Street district due to their physical design quality and functional importance.

RetaÍl

There are over thirty retail facilities within the Chinatown area. Most of them are

small stores and groceries. They are mostly located beside King Street in a decayed

situation. There are also some good physical retail structures in the main floor of the

Cultural Centre, but the storefronts are not facing the street. A good desígn and planning

of retails is required for Chinatown area (see Figures 17,l9).

{Jrhan Space

V/innipeg's Chinatown area has morc than ten parcels of unused lands, an area

over 8000 m2. Unfortunately, only a small percent of this land has been developed, the

rest exists as vacant lots or undordeveloped green space, which are over 5500 m'. The

developed urban spaces are few in number and there are poor corurections between them.
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The urban spaces have given litlle consideration to wind buffers and solar penetration. In

brief S/innipeg's Chinatown has few good public places (see Figures 13-15, 20).

Fanking

Because of the large arnount of vacant urban spaoes in Chinator^¡n, many of them

have been used as surface parking. There are over 800 parking stalls in and around this

area. There are also some underground parking and parking structures, over 750 stalls.

V/ith the advantage of the large amount of parking, it is suggested to consider more

pedestrian planning and design in this area (see Figures 20,22).

3"4"3 Circulation

Vehicr¡lar CÍrculation

The sfudy of Winnipeg's Chinatown shows thaf this area is bounded at the

periphery by four major vehicular paths. To the south is James Ave., to the west is

Princess Street, to the north is Logan Ave", and to the east is Main Street. Among these

four paths, the arnount of vehicles in Main Street is the biggest, which is also the main

vehicular path in downtown Winnipeg. The connection of Main Street and Disraeli

Freeway acts as the north entrance of Chinator¡rn and downtown V/innipeg (see Figures

2I,22). Additionally, like a spine of Wimipeg's Chinatorarn, King Street is the main

vehicular path for the people and traffrc to enter and pass through the Chinatown area.

Bus Routes

The existing transit systern services most of the Chinatown area, but there is still

no transit directly to Chinatown from the University of Manitoba that is one of the main

areas where new Chinese immigrants and Chinese students live. There are very few
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weather protected bus shelters in Chinatown, which causes inconvenience for the people

travelling by bus to Chinatown during winter (see Figure 22).

Pedesfrian Movement

The Chinatown area seems to suffer from a lack of welþdefined and developed

pedestrian paths. Currently the major pedestrian routes, King Street, follow the same path

as the autonnobile without any additional protection from the elernents. There are no

pedestrian precincts where the pedestrian may wander without interference by the

automobile. The sidewalks are narroul4 with few amenities or activities along existing

paths where a person may pause and rest in the course of his joumey.

There has been an atternpt to improve the situation of sidewalks through a

redeveloprnent prograrn on Main Street and King Street. However, since these programs

are not considered in relation to the other Chinatown areas, the present pedestrian system

in Chinatown is fragmented and therefore provides very few vital links (see Figure 22).

3.4.4 Textune

Chinatown's urban fabric tends to be quite fragmented as a result of its relatively

low density. The major nodes are dispersed often with great expanses of vacant space or

surface parking between them (see Figure 23).

24 l.s -2meter
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Main StreetNorth CiW of Winninee
Number Yochanse Number Vocll¿¡nse

1996 475 -43.lVo 618.475 05%
l99l 835 31..5% 6t5.2ls 3.5o/o

1986 63s N/A 594,555 5.3Yo

3.4.5 Demographics

The census of the North Main Street area in 1996 indicates the followings:

Table 6: Age Distibution and Population Growth (because of the poor situation in this area, the residential
population declined during the 1990s).

Table 7: Cit2enship (this area is more multicultural than some other areas).

Table 8: Visible Minorities (the Chinese population has a great in this area).

3Ùo/o

25o/o

20o/o

l5o/o

l0o/o

s%

0%
less than l0 to 19 20 to 29 30 to 39 40 to 49 50 to 59 60 to 69 mo-rç than-10-- 

70

North Main Street 

- 

City of V[innipeg 

-
Table 9: Age Distribution (because ofthe declined situation, the family with young kids is moving out
Chinatown area).

Main StreetNorth CiW of Winnipee
Canadian 275 s2.9% 584"880 95.60/o

Other 245 47.1o/o 26,750 4.4yo

Total s20 r00% 611"630 l00o/o

Citv of WinnioeeMain Street North
Chinese 305 65.6% l 1,195 15.4o/o
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3.4.6 Matenials, Fonms, Elemenús

The construction materials in Chinatown district are mainly in concrete block,

brick, and stuoco. The building forrns are characterised by windows type, sloping roofing,

and some details (see Figures25,26).

3.4.7 Euilding Massing

There are three identifiable building mass types found in Winnipeg's Chinatown.

These include the point tower, the perimeter block, the shoebox (see Figure 24).

Table l0: Building Types

.According to Kevin Lynch's statement of urban design (1960), this Chapter

explored Winnipeg' Chinatown eontext in thrree spatial levels: 
'Winnipog's downtown,

Main Street area, and the Chinatown district. Base the urban design theory, urban spaces

in these three spatial levçls are discussed in physical, cultural, social, and economic

contexts. Mapping strategies, photographs, and sketehes are applied to assist the

exploration to finally set up a good understanding of the context in urban design" trn the

following chapte4the analysis of urban spaces continues in the Main-King Block study.

Point Tower The point towers are characterised as having corner location, efficient floor area ratios.
Long bur narow shadow patterns, the unique images identifying their residents, and

uncomfortable wind conditions at ground level.
Perimeter Block The perimeter block types are characterised as having a very strong street definition, are

usually four to six stories, and have very wide shadow.
Shoebox The shoebox type building mass usually have a very ineffrcient floor are ratio, contains

street related activities, good human scale, and are usually one to two stories. However,
many of these type buildings in Chinatown are in very poor situation.
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Figure 10: View of Downtown Winnipeg.
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Figure 11: View of Winnipeg Downtown Core.
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Q rnban spaces

Figure 13: Main Street Elevation Concept (Sketch by Yisen Li).

Figure 14: Urban Spaces on Main Street (Photos by Yisen Li)
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Figure 23: Texture, Chinatown, Winnipeg.
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Figure 24: Massing Building types, Chinatown, Winnipeg (Sketches by Yisen Li).
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Figure 25: Building Materials, Forms, and Elements, Chinatown, \Minnipeg (Photos by
Yisen Li)
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Figure 26: Building Materials, Forms, and Elements, Chinatown, V/innipeg (Photos by
Yisen Li).
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CH.A,PTER. FÛUR.

MANN.KING tsU-,OCK STUT}Y

This chapter continues the urban space study of the Main-King Block. First, this

chapter describes the Main-King Block including the site consideration, acoessibility,

availability, size, services, and site photographic analysis. Second, the evaluation and

commentary on the Concept Proposal2000 proceeds based on the interview research.

Through the site study from an urban design perspective, the necessity and opportunity of

the Main-King Block redevelopment are stated.

4.L Site Ðescription

As described in Chapter Three, 'Winnipeg's Chinatown is situated on eight blocks

within the confines of lvlain Street to the east; Princess Street to the west; Jarnes Avenue

to the south and Logan Avenue to the north. Surrounding these boundaries are other

well-established areas such as the Exchange District to the south. The main circulation

spine is King Street (see Figure 3l).

The Main-King bock is located at the centrç of Winnipeg's Chinatown with Main

Street to the east, Pacific Ave. to the south, King Street to the west, Alexander Ave. to the

north. This site is a social condenser or mini mapping of S/innipeg. It is where the north

and south meet. The block bounded by King and Main Street would serve fittingly as a

link between the Winnipeg Chinatown Revitalization and Main Sheet Revitalization

plans. Further, the Main-King Block site is only rninutes away from the proposed River

Walk Development, Centennial Concert Hall, Manitoba Theatre Centre, Pantages Theatre
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Centre, Museum of Man and Nature, the Exchange District, \I/innipeg City Hall, and

Council Building. As Alexander Street is a one-way westbound street, it is also being

viewed as the rnain east entry into Winnipeg's Chinatown area. The coming together or

colliding of the disparate physical and peopled areas means an almost unreal urban

situation. It is a juxtaposition of types and the greatest diversity of people.

The entire city block is approximately 3,900 square meters, comparable in land

area to former Chinatown revitalization developrnent in the 1980s (Winnipeg Chinatown

Development Corp., 198l). The building strtrctures around this block are mostly one or

two story. Most of them are retail, restaurants or mixed-use buildings. The available land

area is sufnicient for a mixed-use type development study (See Figures 3l-35).

On December 5, 1999, a fire set by arson destroyed well over 50% of the Main-

King Block in Winnipeg's Chinatown. Previously situated on the blook were a variety of

small local commercial establishments. Although tragic, the fire createel a new

opportunity to revisit the revitalization of the Winnipeg Chinatov¿n community (see

Figures 29,30).

4.1.1 Site Consíderation/dccessibilify Reaornrnendations

The southern half of the block presently consists of five older building struotures,

primarily used for local commercial establishments. They are: adilapidated two story

building representing Chinese Benevolent Society and Guomindang Association, a

Chinese Majiang or gambling room, a junk store, a parlors, and a vacant small building at

the south-west comer (see Figures 29, 30). There is no existing building with historic

designation. The only building considered worthy of preserving is the Guomindang
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Building. Flowever, the Guomindang Building is poor strueturally, and the preservation

of this building would present limitations to the revitalization of the whole block.

Additionally, given that,A.lexander Avenue is one-way west bound street, to only develop

the northern half of the block would be very diffieult. To the south of the Main-King

Block, Pacific Avenue is a two*way street. To the west of the Main-King Block, King

Street is a one*way north bounded street. As the spine of Chinatown are4 King Street

was an important route. However, since the poor building structures along the King

Streot, the pedestrian system has not been developed properly" To the east Main Street is

the important path for the whole downtown Winnipeg. Since the poor situation of North

Main Street, North Main Street meets the same issue as King Street.

Surrounding the Main-King block, the major existing building structures are

between one and two stories. The west side of the block are comprised of a series of

colorful 19 and eæly 20th century vernacular buildings, a vacant three storyl910 Jewish

bath house, and ahistorically designated but abandoned salvation army citadel. In

Chinatown, the more notable structurçs of more than two stories include the Cultural

Centre, Harmony Building, Sek On Toi (housing), Mandarin Building (offrce), as well as

several older structures along the south of King and Main Streets. Most of these notable

buildings are located in the southwest of Chinatovm (see Figures 29, 30).

Based on discussion above, the following recommendations are developed. First,

a long-term plan to redevelop the entire block would be appropriate, thereby effectively

furthering the revitalization of the local community. Seoond, a pedestrian system and the

vehicle aocess are suggested on the Paeific Ave. Third, the Main-King Block should have

vehicular access from Pacific Avenue and pedestrian aecess from all four streets
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sunounding the Main-King Block. Fourth, the revitalizationof this block should help to

improve the pedestrian systern on King Street, Main Street and Facific Avenue. All these

recornmendations are considered while developing the Main-King Block Concept

Proposal 2001 in Chapter Five.

4.1"2 Síte.{vailahilify / SÍze / Services

As demonstrated by the land-availability diagram and the photo analysis (see

Figures 27-35), over 50%o of the block is vacant, unkempt property, including a large lot

(northwest), a parking lot (northwest) and a smaller vacant land (southeast)" In the south

part of the block, the balance of the block is composed of old buildings in average to

below fair structural condition" The existing buildings in this block occupy only a small

part in the south. From the west to the east they are one one-story wood frame building,

one older two-story building, and three older one-story buildings. The buildings and

constructions are not imageable in this site (see Figures 29-35). dlthough there are some

considerable landmarks around, such as the restaurant street signs and the Guomindang

building, the character of this block is very weak. A successfulrevitalization will make

this blook symbolized as the entrance of Chinatown on Main Street. Additionally,

through the interview, the findings show that the property owners were contacted

inforrnally, and that rnany of them felt positive about partioipating in the proposed

redevelopment.

In summary, the cument poor situation of the Main-King block influences not

only the site itself but also the Chinatown district and the North Main Street area. It is

strongly suggested that aredevelopment of the entire block should occur. In the Concept
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Proposal 2000 a mixed-use large project is considered for the Main-King Block with a

single development. This consideration is infroduced in the following section and

developed in the Concept Proposal 2001 in Chapter Five.

4.2 The Concept Proposal2000 - Evaluation/Comment on the Analysis of
the Inter:view Regarding the Main-King Block
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Figure 27:Matn Floor Plan, Concept Proposal 2000

Figure 28: Second Floor Plan, Concept Proposal 2000
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residential entry. The second floor plan includes multi-unit housing, low-rise housing,

and roof garden. From the third to sixth floor it is the low-rise housing. The commercial

area is 1,157 sqwre mçters. There are 50 residential units and 37 parking stalls.

The Concept Proposal

2000 was developed in August

2000 for the Main-King Block

revitalization (see Figures 27,

28). The proposed project is

presented in 3D rendering from

personal views (see Figures 36,

37) and aerial views (see

Figure 38) from different

perspectives surrounding the

site. The main floor plan

includes small commercial

units, secured parking, vehicle

access, roofgarden access, and
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The evaluation / comment on the Concept Froposal2000 is based rnainly on the

analysis of interview information regarding the Main-King block project. Interviews were

conducted in June 2001 with five key professional informants, including urban designers,

architects, city planners and others, who currenttry practice in or are familiar with

downtown Winnipeg and Winnipegos Chinatown" According to Alexander's (1983: 31)

seven rules about urban design, some of interuiew questions were designed to consider

the cunent physical situation of the existing buildings and urban spaces as a vision. The

information obtained from the interview was analyzed in the following three fields:

1. The interviewees' experiences related to the Winnipeg's Chinatorvn development.
2. The interr¡iewoes' opinions regarding the current physical, cultural, economic

situation of Winnipeg's Chinatown. The interviewee's opinions regarding the role
of urban spaÇe planning and design in Chinatown revitalization.

3. The interviewees' opinions regarding the urban space planning and design of the
Main-King Blook Concept Proposal 2000.

Regarding the interviewees' experiences related to Chinatown development, the

interview information indicates that:

e Most recent development in Winnipeg's Chinatown happened in the 1980s, in the

south part of Chinatown are4 without the guide of urban design guidelines.

' The dovmtown zoning bylaw including Chinatown area was founded in 1988.

There are few details about Chinatown district. Although several new retails and

restaurants constructed in the 1990s were guided by this zoningbylaw, the whole

area still needs a further improvement with a more comprehensive urban design

instruction.

' The old design guidelines Winnipeg's Chinatown areacannot be very adaptable

to the new urban development requirement. For example, the Marigolo building is
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back from the street corner with a large parking lot in front of the building. Since

the cunent urban design encourages an emphasis on the street edge and to creato

more activities on the street, the Marigolo building is not a good example of the

new urban design perspective.

The City Planning department of Winnipeg will develop a new framework plan

(including Chinatown) to define the basic charactw of dealing with the downtown

area. It will also develop new urban design guidelines for downtown Winnipeg.

The new guideline will identify V/innipeg's Chinatown as a district.

The Chinatown development is closely related to the Chinese immigrants. The

Chinese immigrants' distribution, numbers, and situation in economic, social and

cultural have a great affect on Chinatown's development.

The issue of the proposed developrnent in the 1970s indicates that it is impossible

to redevelop the whole Chinatown area aI the same time, and that the Chinator¡rn

district should be revitulized block by block under the instruction of a master plan.

R.egarding the interviewee's opinions about the role and situation of urban spaces

in Chinatown, the interview infortnation indicates that:

o The physical situation of Chinatown area is in decline, espeeially the nofih part. A

redevelopment is necessary to Winnipeg's Chinatown area.

e The economic situation of the Chinatown area is in fuir or good condition, but the

area faoes competition from the shopping malls in the suburban area. The

revitalization should be helpful to irnprove the eompetitive position of the

eommercial businesses in Chinatown.
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The old individual business types should be retained as Chinato\A'n's character.

The cultural situation is in fair or good condition" Chinatown's culture should be

composed not only by the physical character of building design and urban space

planning but also by the activities inside Chinatown. Public par"tieipation is

important in order to have a comprehensive improvernent in the cultural.

The building and urban space character in Chinatown should be consistent. The

building design should be developed with the urban space planning and design

together.

In the process of revitalization, the edge and entrance of Chinatown district

should be projected.

Bçcause of the large arnount of vacant space in the Chinatown area, more in-

filling projects should be eonsidered.

Good urban spaces are required for Chinatown to develop a good pedestrian

system and a 'focus plaza' .

o

€

Regarding the interviewees' opinions about the Main-King Block Concept

Froposal 2000 (see Figures 27,28,36-38), the interviow information indieates that:

o The City of V/innipeg is now considoring downtown revitalization. It is the right

time to proceed with the Main-King Block redeveloprnent in Chinatown that is

located at the north edge of downtown V/innipeg"

e Communication with the other districts sun"ounding Chinatown and the

participation of the public community is very necessary.
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How to be consistent among the ten property o\¡ñrers of this site is crucial to

further proceed with the whole site project in praetice.

The mixed-use development concept is desirable to improve cornmercial business

and att'ract people back to Chinatorvn area.

Keeping the old business types and the architectural elemenlstructure of

Guomindang building is a good way to address the conflict between preserving

and developing.

From the urban design perspective, the site edge of the Concept Proposal 2000 is

weak for pedestriær. In order to improve the activities on Alexander Ave, the

parking structure on Alexander Street in the 2000 projeot should be replaced by

more commercial units or building entrances. In brief, streetscaping should be

considcred with the building development together.

In order to improve peclestrian on the one-way street, more main entrances of the

buildings shoulcl be planned on the one-\Ã/ay street.

The roof garden should be more easily accessible for the public users.

trn summary, the analysis of tho interviewing finding regarding Chinatown

development and its current situation further approve the necessity of the revitalization in

Chinatown and the Main*King block. T'he interviewees' opinions about ttre Concept

Proposal 2000 indicate both the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed program,

which sets up a strong foundation for the discussion of the Main-King Block

redevelopment as provided in the Concept Proposal 2A01, in Chapter Five, the synthesis

part of this practicum.
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Figure 33: Site Spatial Context, Main-King Block.
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Figure 34: Aerial View of Chinatown in 3D Model (From South King Street)

Figure 35: Aerial View of Chinatown in 3D Model (From North Main Street)
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View from Main Street.

View from South King Street.

Figure 36: The Main-King Block 2000 Project.
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View from North King Sfeet.

View from South Main Street.

Figure 37: The Main-King Block 2000 Project.
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Aerial View from South Main Street. Aerial View from South King Street.

Aerial View fromNorth Main Street. Aerial View from South King Street.

Figure 38: The Main-King Block 2000 Project.
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CX{APTER F'XVE

SVNT'F{ESTS

The Main-King Block Concept Proposal 2001 and the I.lrban Design Guidelines

are developed in this chapter, which is derived frorn the discussion of urban design

theory, the downtown development context, and case studies in Chapter Two, the

analysis of Winnipeg's Chinatown in three spatial scales of the downtown, Main Street

and Chinatown in Chapter Three, the site study of the Main-King Block and the

evaluation of the Concept proposal2000 in Chapter Four. Fresentation here includes a

comparison between the Coneept Proposal 2000 and the Concept Froposal200l, Site

Master Plan, Urban Design and Arehitectural Frograrnming, and Proposed

Administrative Context. The developing of the Concept Proposal2001 is guided by the

discussion in the former chapters. The Urban Design Guidelines includes Applioation and

trntent, Gencral Urban Design Considerations, Urban Space Considerations, and Other

Considerations, which are based on the study in Chapter Two, Chapter Three, and

Chapter For-rr.

5.X The F[ew Main-King Etock Concept Froposat 2001

The Concept Proposal 2001 consists of a master site plan, the urban design and

architectural prograrnming, and the proposed administrative context. Recommendations

are derivod from the findings in the previous chapters. (see Figures 31-35):
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5"1"1 The ComparÍson Bcfween the Concept Froposal2000 and the Concept
Froposal 20ttr

As a benchmark, the Concept Froposal 2000 provides a starting eoncept for the

Main-King Block project. Through the evaluation and cornment on the Concept Proposal

2000 in the interview research, some of the ideas of the Concept Proposal 2000 are

retained in the new Concept proposal200l, and sorne elements are modifiod through

frrrther study from an urban design perspective (see Figures2T-34 and Appendix). Since

the focus of this practicum concerïs urban design in Chinatown revitalization, the new

Concept Froposal addresses opinions prirnarily frorn an urban design perspective based

on the studies in the previous ehapters. The following table oompare the Concept

Proposal 2001 with the Concept Froposal 2000:

Concept Proposal 2001 Concept Proposal 2000

District o Based on the urban design in Chapter Two, the Concept
Proposal is concerned with the methods used to organize and

structure the urban realm, which is distinct from the detail
design in architecture. It is concerned with the physical form
and structure of both the Chinatown district and the Main-King
Block (Banham 1976: 130). The task of the new proposal is to
improve the city's and its districts' physical form and structure:

the network of important public streets and squares, and

individual spaces (Frey 1999: l6; Moundon 1992:332).

. Only studied on
the Main-King Block
itself.

Site Edge and
Pedestrian
System

o Create a stronger site edge for commercial activities and
pedestrian system.
o According to the interview research, it is suggested to
create more individual commercial units towards the street on

the main floor to promote the public activities on Chillatowtl's
streets.
o Replace the parking structure towards the Alexander
Avenue by commercial units and residential entrances.

e The interview
research indicates that
the site edge is weak
for commercial
activitics and
pedestrian system.
e Parking structure
located to Alexander
Avenue instead of
commercial units.

Landmark
and Node

c According to the discussion of Multiculturalism in urban
design, it is suggested to explore the Chinatown's cultural
features by proposing new Chinese tower structure at the site

corner and proposing a new Chinese Gate at the intersection of
Main Street and Alexander Avenue to emphasize the east

entrance of Chinatown district.

e No landmark
planned at the corners
of the site.
o No plan or design
to emphasize the east

entrance of
Chinatown district.
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Public Space o The interview research indicates that the Chinatown
district requires a " focus plazd' for the public users. It is
suggested to propose a new public space at the intersection of
King Street and Alexander to form the "focus plazd', to unite
the scattered urban spaces in Chinatown.
e Make part of the roof garden in the Concept Proposal 2000

as public space and to be accessed more easily.
e Referred to the case studies of Portland's and San

Francisco's Chinatowns, it is suggested to consider more light
promoting on the streets, in the public spaces and on the

building facades.
, Considers more urban space amenities on the street and the

roofgarden.
o In order for Chinatown cultural features, according to the

case study of Portland's Chinatown, it is suggested to develop
the roof sarden in Chinese style.

o No "focus plazei'
planned.
o The interview
research indicates the
roofgarden is not
very accessible for the
public.
o The roofgarden
is designed without
typical Chinese
cultural features.
o Not enough
lighting or urban
amenities planned.

Parking o The shortage ofparking lots could be resolved by surface

parking and parking on the other blocks surrounding. There are

881 existing parking spaces in and around Winnipeg's
Chinatown and there are more vacant places could be

considered as surfacing parking, so there should not be a big
problem for the Main-King Block project.
o Parkins Stalls: 33

" Only considered
the parking issue

within the site.

" Parking stalls: 37

Preservation o The interview research and the Multicultural study indicate
that preserving the architectural elements of the existing old
Guomindang Building on the new project and keep the existing
business types is a good way to solve the conflict between

preseration and developing (Frey 1999: 14,16; Ellin 1996:

73).

e No preservation
for the existing
architectural
elements.

Building Size o According the statement of Moughtin, Oc and Tiesdell
(1995: 5). In order to deal with the urban public realm with the

consideration of the common people's requirements in urban

design, the building height is considered to adapt the human
scale.
. Main Floor Area: 3,1"10 nf
o Commercial Area: 1,703 m2

. Main Floor Area:
2"845 m2

o Commercial
Area:1,157 m2

Residential
Units

a 55 O 50

Table I 1: Comparison ofThe Concept Proposal 2001 and The Concept Proposal 2000

5.1.2 Site Masúer Plan

The interview research flrndings indicate it is irnpossible to redevelop the whole

Chinatown afea at the same time, and that the Chinatown district should be revitalized

block by block with a long-term program under the instruction of a master plan (refer to

Table l2).Inthis section, the Site Master Plan (see Figures 31-35) of the Main-King
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Block related to V/innipeg's Chinato\ln are developed, which is guided by "Centre Plan"

(Centre Plan 2000). As n'Centre Flan" stated:

"A healtþ downtown requires a long-term commitment to a vision and a plan.

Isolated projects and short-term programs do not meet that requirement. The foundation
of a long-term commitnnent must be a coherent concept, both to protect existing
investment and to direct growth".

General
Consideration

e Based on the study in the previous chapters and "Centre Plan", it is recommended that a

long-term plan to redevelop the entire block would be appropriate; thereby effectively
furthering the revitalization of the local community

Site
Availability

c The entire city block is approximately 4,440 m2, comparable in land area to former
Chinatown revitalization developments. lt is recommended that the available land area - full
block - is sufficient to sustain a mixed-use type development in commercial and residential.

Development
Composition

o Same as the Concept Proposal 2000, the proposed development is composed of fìve
components - multi-unit housing, low-rise housing, small commercial rental units, public place

(roofgarden), and secured parking. The frnal practical project should satisff the requirement of
the property owners, the Chinatown community, and the related districts surrounding
Chinatown such as Exchange District, Red River communily, and etc. Public participation is

encouraged (Center Plan 2000).
Preservation ¡ In consideration of the influence of the existing Guomindang building, some architectural

element of this old buildins should be applied on the new proiect.

Accessibilitv e Based on the site accessibility analysis, the preliminary summary recognized that the site

should have vehicular access from Pacif,rc Avenue and pedestrian access from all four streets

surounding the subject site, which is the same as proposed in the Concept Proposal 2000.
. The residential entrance is recommended to be located at the Main Stt'eet or the Alexander
Avenue. The other part of the site edge is recommended as commercial entrances, roof garden

entrances, and vehicular access. Individual store unit is recommended rather shopping mall in
commercial. The residential is suggested for the users of seniors and new immigrants.

Site Edge and
Streetscaping

o Same as the Concept Proposal 2000, in order to keep the scale within the streetscaping of
Main Street, it would be appropriate to consider a larger mass/taller structure along the Main
Street perimeter or at the comer of Main Sheet and Alexander Avenue. The massing structure

will define the approach into the Chinatown area as well as an entry point along Alexander
Avenue. This would render a more visible presence along Main Street. The lower mass

structure to be developed along Pacific Avenue, Alexander Avenue and King Street would be

more in conformþ with the established context, scale and physical character of the existing
Chinatown area.
c The building form should be helpful in emphasizing the site edge in order to improve the

pedestrian systetn in the four streets surrounding the Main-King block.

Landmarks e A new Chinese Gate atthe intersection of Main Street and Alexander is recommended to
emphasize the entrance of Chinatown on Main Street. As Alexander Street is a one way west*

bounded street, it is also being viewed as the main east entry into V/innipeg's Chinatown area.

o Some Chinese landmark structures are recommended at the four nodes surrounding the

Main-King Block to indicate the character of Chinatown community.
Public Place o A new public place is recommended situating at the intersection of King Street and

Alexander Avenue to form the 'Focus Plaza' in Chinatown area.

Table 12: Site Master Plan 2001
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The table alrcve is the Site Master Plan 2001. It works as an instruction for the

redevelopment of the Main-King Block and further Chinatown district. The

considerations of the Site Master Plan 2001 include General Consideration, Site

Availability, Development Composition, Preservation, and Urban Space analysis.

5.1.3 Urban Desigll and,A.rchitectural Programming

The case studies in Chapter Two indicate that generally the concept of mixed use

planning and design is applied in the Chinatown revitalization. The urban design study

states that the mixed use planning and design is a good way to explore the social,

cornmercial, cultural issues together. The interview research indicates that the mixed-use

developnnont concept is desirable to improve commercial business and attract people

back to Chinatown area.

Guided by "Centre Plan", a mixed-use development program is being considered

for this site development. The scope of the proposed new dcvelopment shall meet the

following intents: sustain further rcvitalization of Winnipeg's Chinatown area; new

development shall generate increased eÇonomic, social, and cultural benefits to the

existing Chinatown; the new development shall not create any adverse effects to the

existing community (see Appendix A).

Through the discussion of Concept Proposal 2000, the interview analysis, the

Case Studies and the literatwe review, it was unanimously agreed upon that the lack of

population growth in the dor¡mtown core and Chinatown area was one of the key

concerns. Strategies should be implemented to attract a larger local user group to reside
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within the area fui'thering the area's development. In consideration of the foregoing, the

proposed new development provides the following feathers:

" additional nnixed housing units, i.e. family and senior;
e small scale, quality comrnercial rental units suited to meet the current demands

for smaller commercial establishments within a concentrated block of area;

" public place (roof garden and ofbous plaza');
o new Chinese Gate
o landmark structures - Chinese towers;
r secured parking.

Based on the master plan of the Main-King Block in V/innipeg's Chinatown, the

following points are concluded for the f,rnal recommendations of the Concept Proposal

2001. They are:

o Design the building structure çloser to the property line to make the site edge

stronger.
o Plan more srnall cornmercial units towards the four streets to improve the

pedestrian activities"
c R.etain the structure of the old Guomindang building to continue the historic

element in this site.
o Reduce the parking area to create more oornmercial units on Alexander Avenue.
o Plan and design the urban spaoes of Chinatown with Chinese cultural features.
o Make the entry to the roof garden on Pacif,rc Avenue more visible to make the

roof garden more accessible.

" Design the Chinese towers at the comers of the Main-King Block to emphasize
the Chinese eharaeter and the site nodes.

o Put the residential entry on Alexander Avenue to make more commercial units on
Main Street.

o Propose a new public place looating at the intersection of King Street and
Alexander Avenue to forrn the 'focus plaza' of Winnipeg's Chinatown.

o Propose a new Chinese Gate at the intersection of Alexander Avenue and lvlain
Street to emphasize the east entrance of Chinatown on Main Street.

5"1.4 Fnoposed Admínisúrative Context

Since the Concept Proposal 2000 is sponsored by V/innipeg Chinatown

Development Corporation which was successful in developing the Culture Centre and
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Mandarin Building in Chinatown in the 1980s, the proposed administrative context of the

Concept Proposal 2001 is similar to that suggested in the Concept Froposal2000. Dr.

Joseph Du, President of the Chinatown Development Corporation will undertake the

responsibility of coordinating administrative requirements with the various usors and

consultants. The chart schematically indicates the organization structure (see Figure 39).

Figure 39: Proposed Administrative Context.

5.2 Urban Design Guidelines for Winnipeg's Chinatown

This section develops a set of Urban Design Guidelines for Chinatown. These are

based on the results in the previous Chapters and sections. They are derived from the

rlrban design theory, the case studies, the spatial analysis, the interview research, and so

on. The Urban Design Guidelines are intended to inform and direct the future

development in Chinatown including the Main-King Block projeet. The discussion

includes application and intent, general urban design considerations, urban space

considerations, and other considerations.

Board of Directors
Chinatown Development Corporation

Administration
President's Office

Other Chinatown
Association / Committee

Architects
Planners

Architects, Landscape
Urban designer, City

Engineering
Consultants

Development
Consultants
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5.2.1 .A.pplícation and ïntent

The urban design guidelines of S/innipeg Chinatorvn are derived from the

literature review, the sitc analysis, the interview research, the "Centre Plan", the

V/innipeg downtown zoning bylaw in 1988, and the four selected cities' case studies

including the Vancouver's Chinatown urban design guidelines. The recommendations are

consistent with the spirit of ' Ptran Wiruripeg', 'Centre PIan', and the new urban design

guidelines being developed for V/innipeg's downtown. They are appiicable not only to

the Main-King block but also to the other blocks in Chinatown area. The

recomrnendations contribute to the flrnal practicatr urban design guidelines for Chinatown,

city staff and Chinatown Development Corporation"

The intentions of the guidelines are to maintain the historic fabric of Winnipeg's

Chinatown and contribute to revitalising the Chinatown's situation physically,

economiçally and culturally.

5.2.2 General [Jrban Design Co¡rsideraúioms

Distríct considerations

Because of the issue of investment for the whole Chinatown district, it is

suggested to revitalize Chinatorvn area block by block under the guidance of the

master plan (see Section 5.1.2: I l9). A long-term development program should be

considered.

The master plan should guide the development consistent with the whole area.

Each block should be redeveloped considering the other blocks and the whole

district.
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The new redevelopment program should be helpful to improve the situation of

urban spaces in the whole area, such as the pedestrian system, public spaces, and

so or1. The new redevelopment program should also contribute to the preservation

of the historic charaatar of Chinatown.

Levels of interventÍon to existing buildíngs

In consideration of the physical conditions of existing buildings in Chinatown, it

is recommended that the prirnary redevelopment focus is to retain those features

that have heritage significance, by revitalizing the old building to be useable or

constructing the new building on the site.

Edge Considerations

The redevclopment of each blook in Chinatown area should contribute to the

district edge to emphasise the character of Chinatown in downtown area.

The edge of each block should be planned and designed for the pedestrian

activities on its surrounding streets.

Paúh Consideraúions

Consider more offstreet parking in the Chinatown areato make each building

more easily accessible.

0

3

6

o

('

It is recommended to plan a pedestrian system, which is to create a oomfortable

walking environment with Chinese culturai elements, along King Street and

reducing the through traffic.

Node Consíderations

A public place should be developed along King Street to form the 'focus plaza' rn

Chinatown area.
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o Chinese style landmark structures should be located at some important nodes.

Landmark Considerations

o The symbolic building in Chinese style (around hve or six floor height), the

Chinese Gate (around two-floor height) or the Chinese garden should be

considered around the entrance of Chinatown.

o It should be considered that some landmark structures and buildings should be

located around the important nodes.

5"2.3 Urhan Space Consideratioms

" The urban space improvement program should include streetscaping, public place

planning and design, and roof garden planning and design.

o Regarding the streetscaping on King Street and lvlain Street, the building size

should be small and the height should be low. The building height is suggested to

be no more than three stories on King Street, and between three and six stories on

Main Street.

o Because of the safety issue in the Chinatown area and the density issue in some

srnall blocks development, it is recommended considering roof garden planning

and design in some projects, such as the Main-King tslock project.

e Some part of the roof garden should be easily accessible for the public users. The

design and planning of the roof garden is to be in Chinese style. Elements of this

style are: serpentine walkways, bridged pond, open colonnades set off

meticulously an'anged landscape of plants, water, stone, poetry, and buildings.
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It is reconrmended further streetscaping on the north King Street, the North Main

Street, and other streets in the north Chinatown area.

Urban spaoes in Chinatown should hava a good oonnection with each other and

with the surrounding buildings" The urban spaces should be easily accessed by the

whole of public users and visitors.

The public place, streetscaping, and roof garden should include good urban space

amenities to make the space cornfortable and safe for the public users. They

should have lighting, trees, good paving, comfortable seats, accessible water,

comfortable in sunshine and wind, and etc.

As the 'walls' of urban spaces, building façades should contribute to the urban

space improvement. The character of the building façade should be with Chinese

character in window types, textures, materials, and so on. The building entrance

should be near or directly to the urban spaoe.

5.2.4 OtherConsiderations

The physical improvernent in urban spaces is only part of the effort inrevítalizing

the Chinatown environment. ,4. sueeessful revitalization also needs the effon in political,

soeial, economic and other programs. The Chinatown urban design guideline

recommendation should be guided by the downtown polioy planning, such as the

downtown zoning bylaw, 'Flan Winnipeg' and 'Centre Plan'. Because of the close

relationship between urban design and architectural design, a Chinatown architectural

design reoommendation should be developed to further fulfil the urban design guidelines.

The development program should be conducted with a public participation process.
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5.3 Conclusion

This praeticum addressed urban design in downtown revitalization. The

discussion of the Main-King tslock redevelopment here presents an exarnple for

conducting urban design in the physical and cultural conteNt with the emphasis on urban

space planning and design. Meanwhile, since there is no concrete urban design guidelines

for the current V/innipeg's Chinatorrm development, different from other urban design

practices in downtownrevitalization, this practicum also develops the urban design

guidelines, site rnaster plan, and etc. for a long-term redevelopment prograrn for

Winnipeg's Chinatown.

The urban design study and analysis was derived from the urban design theory of

Kevin Lynch and Christopher Alexander. The analysis of the Main-King Block context

was conducted at four spatial levels in downtown Winnipeg, Main-Street area,

Winnipeg's Chinatown districts, and the Main-King block. The spatial analysis of the

Chinatown district and the Main-King site is based on the study in district, edge, path,

node, and landmark" The urban design guideline recornmendation considers the

Downtown Winnipeg ZoningBylaw 1988, 'Plan'Winnipeg', 'Centre Plan', Vancouver'

Chinatown Design Guideline, and the findings from case studies of,Chinatown

development in four selected cities'

Most of the research about Winnipeg's Chinatown and the Main-King block is

based on the information obtained during the period from June 2000 to July 2001. The

N4ain-King Block redeveloprnent program is still searching for private investrnent, the

participation of the public, the support of the government, and the assistance of the
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professions. Obviously, further study in Chinatown's planning, urban design, and the

Main-King Block project design will be needed

The analysis of rù/innipeg's Chinatown and the Main-King block indicates that it

is an area of diversity, density and unusual juxtaposition. In the past twenty years most

development programs in the Chinatown district ocçurred in the south portion, while the

north portion of Chinatown is still in very poor condition with little improvement. During

the 1990s less new development happened in the Chinatown district. Therefore, the

Main-King Block redevelopment program can play an important role in the further

ravitalizatíon of rù/innipeg's Chinatown with contribution not only for itself but also for

the north Chinatown area and further for the whole Chinatown district.

This practicum is by no means a complete work on urban design in downtown

revitalization. While this document contributes to the fields of urban design,

rnulticulturalism, urban space planning and design, and Chinatown revitalization, this

document must be read as only a part of a much larger prooess. This practicum addresses

the Main-King Block redeveloprnent by presenting the Concept Proposal 2001. Since the

revitalization of Chinatown is a long-term program, the Coneept Proposal plays as an

important initial role in design development and to support fuither study rather than as a

final recommendation suffrcient to proceed with redeveloprnent of the Main-King Block.

A copy of this document will be available to Raymond S.C. 'ù[an Architect and

Chinatown Development Corporation to assist the further development of the Main-King

Block.
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Appendix A:

The Main-King Block 2001 Project
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Concept Proposed South Elevation, The Main-King Block 2001 Project.

Concept Proposed North Elevation, The Main-King Block 2001 Project.
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Appendix B:

Ethics Protocol

Title of Research ProJect:
Urban Design in Downtown Revitalization: A Case Study on Main-King Block in
Winnipeg Chinatown.

Investigator:
Yisen Li
Department of City Planning
The Facuþ of Architecture
University of Manitoba
Tel: (204) 26t-5389
Email: umliy3 @cc.umaintoba.ca

Supenisor:
Dr, David Van Vliet
Department of Cþ Planning
The Facuþ of Architecture
University of Manitoba
Tel: (204) 474-7t76
Email: vanvliet@cc.umanitoba.ca

Dxternal committee members:
Dr. Rae Bridgman
Department of Cþ Planning
The Facuþ of Architecture
Universþ of Manitoba
Teh (2AÐ 474-7179
Ëmail: bridgman@cc.umanitoba.ca

Professor Neil Minuk
Department of Architecturç
The Facuþ of Architecture
University of Manitoba
Tel: (204) 944-1 493, 942-1043
Email: din@paneea.ca

Purpose of the research

The puqpose of this researoh is to gain the information from the intervieweeso who are responsible
for or familiar with the urban design in Winnipeg's downtown revitalization. The interviçw
process will focus on searching the information in the following areas:

¡ the interviewees' experience related to the Winnipeg's downtown and Chinatown'
development history.

r the interviewee's opinions about the current physical and cultural situation of Winnipeg's
Chinatown.

. The interviewee's opinions rogarding the urban space planning and desþ of the Main-
King block design proposal developed þ Raymond Wan Architect firm and the
resea¡cher dated August 2000.
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This practicum is about the application of theory to a real projeet. The information selected

interviewees, who have a professional baekground in the study area, will advise or inform the
researcher to develop the design proposal in a practical way.

Descripúion of the R.esearch

This practicum will use an open-ended qualitative interview process to obtain the information.
These interviewoes will be posed four generalized, open-ended questions (see Research Questions
below). Wren required, the interviewer will pose auxiliary questions directly in order to get the

right information. The whole interview process will be recorded by audiotape and written notes

that will work as a reference of the research later.

Before the interview process starts, the interyiewees will be provided with a consent form
summarizing the future use of the information that s/he will provide the interviewer, and his/her
consent to use this information for the purposes of this study, consistent with ethical review
requirements of the University of Manitoba. In order to make the interviewees farniliar with the

background of this study, an oral introduction of the central theme of the practicum will be

provided prior to the interuiew. Additionally photos, maps and drawings of specific spaces survey
and the concept design proposal done in August 2000 will also be provided during the
interviewing process.

The interview will be conducted with five people, including urban designers, architects, city
planner and others, who currently practice, involve or be familiar with downtown Winnipeg
They are:

. The president of a local developnnent Corporation

" A practicing architect
e A practicing landscape architect

" Two represents from the municipal planning departrnent

An introductory letter and request for interview will be emailed/faxed including: a brief personal

introduction, an explanation of the study purpose, and the meeting time and location.

R.esearch Questions:

5. With regard to Winnipeg downtown (Chinatown), describe your experience as related to
their development history. If it is possible, please address them according to the
following stages: 1). Before 1980s 2).In 1980s 3).In 1990s

6. In terms of Winnipeg Chinatown development, describe your opinions about
Chinatown's current physical, economical and cultural situation. What impresses you
rnost deeply?

Regarding the current physical situation what is your opinion?
a). Very good quality. b). Good quality. c). Bad quality.
d). Very bad quality.

R.egarding the current economieal situation what is your opinion?
a). Very good quality. b). Good quality. c). Bad quality.
d). Very bad quality.

2a.

2b.
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2c. Regarding the current cultural situation what is your opinion?
a). Very good quality. b). Good quality. c). Bad quality
d). Very bad quality.

7. What do you think about the relationship between the urban space and commercial,
residential and official building design with considering the culture?

8. Regarding the Main-King Block Design Concept Proposal done in August 2000, a) what
are your ideas about the relationship between cultural and urban spaces? b) What are you
opinions or suggestions about the urban space ímprovement in this proposal?

Benefits to panÉicipants

Although the main function of this interview is to provide data for the researcher's study, it will
also be beneficial to some of the participants. To some extent, it providos an opportunity for the
participants to contribute to the future Chinatown development program.

ConfidentialÍúy

The participants' identity will be kept confidential. Their names, their positions, their
organizations' names, and any other revealing infornation will not be included in the final report
of this study. Where infomation occurs within an interview transcripts that will be included in
the frnal report, names and ofher conf,rdential information will be ornitted. These provisions for
confidentiality maintaining will be explained in the consent form.

Disserninaúion

This research will be published as a practicum and will be placed in the Architecture and Fine
Arts I-ibrary at the University of Manitoba, This information may also be considered as a

supplement for the fi¡ture design process with Raymond S.C. Wan Architect Firm.
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Consent Fornn

This study is conducted in order to discuss the urban design in downtownrcvitalization with
regard to the Main-King block redevelopment program in Winnipeg's Chinatown.'Ihe
information gained from this interview will be applied to develop a new development proposal of
the urban space planning and design in Chinatown. This study is being conducted by Yisen Li as

part of the requiremonts to graduate with a master in City Planning degree from the University of
Manitoba. This practicum is being advised by Dr. David Van Vliet of the Department of City
Planning, Faculry of Architecture at the University. The University's Ethics Review has approved
this interview process.

Within this interview you will be asked to comment andlor answer three statements regarding the
urban design in Winnipeg's Chinatown. With you pennission, this interview will be audio taped
so that analyzingthe material at a later date will be completed with greater ease and efficiency"
Additionally written notes will be taken to supplement the audio taping. If at any time a portion of
this interview makes you feel uncomfortable in any way, you may choose to have the tape record
turned off for your response, omit a section all togother, or terminate the interview. Also, if you
have any questions or concerns during the interview feel free to ask the interviewer at any time.

Your identity will be kept confidential. This means that your name, your position, your
organizations' name, and any other inforunation that would give your identity away will not be

included in the final report of this study. V/here information occurs within an interview
transcripts that will be included in the final report, names and other information that is
confidential will be omiffed. Interview notes and transcripts will be kept secure. These will be

disposed of (shredded) following completion of the project.

If you are interested in viewing the final repoft, it will be made available for you to read in
October 2001. This work will be published as a practicum and will be placed in the Arrchitecture
and Fine Arts Library at the University of Manitoba. This information may also be considered as

a supplement for the future design prooess with Raymond S.C. Wan Arehitect Firm.

If you have any questions or concerns after this interview is completed, please feel free te ^lntact
Dr. Da'¡id Ven r/liet et (204) 474-7176,

,F -a2 . Any complaints may be reported to the Ffuman t:tnÌçs
Secretariat at (204) 47 4-7 122.

Thank you for giving your time to participate in this interview. Your responses are very valuable
to this research project and are greatly appreciated.

I, 

-_----- 
, give Yisen Li permission to

ur tions stated above for the
purpose of,researching urban design in downtown revitalization.

Date

Respondent's

Researcher's
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